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This thesis examines the custom of child maniage in Islamic law and its practice in Muslim

society. It also gives an overview of the history of ehild marriage from ancient to modem times.

The focus of tbis research is the status of child maniage in thc modern Muslim world as a

continuation ofancient tradition and the rolc historieal interprctations of Islamic law play in its

Perpetuation.

Child marriage W8$ once a globaHy acceptcd and praeticcd phcDomenon. Over the centuries

its praetice bas diminished considerably. Today, although ehild maniage is viewed as an

offensive aet and discomaged by the majority of govemments around the world, it continues to

exist to a signifieant extent in most parts of the Muslim world. Those Muslim communities

which penist in condoning and practicing child maniage are not only affccted by cultural

traditions but also by theu fonn of understanding of Islamic law. This particular undcrstanding

is mostly informed by local religious leaders witbin their communitics who base their

justifications on medieval perspectives and interpretations of what constitutes divine law.

ft is no coïncidence, however, that child marriage is rcstrictcd to the impoverisbcd,

uneducated and rural sectors of society; people who have liule choice in deciding tbeir futW'es

and due to harsh and straitened circumstances rmd it difficult to sec any othee alternatives.
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Cette recherche tentera d'approfondir l'analyse des coutumes du mariage des mineurs dans

la loi islamique et sa pratique dans la société musulmane. Le but de cette recherche est de

comprendre le statut du mariage des enfants dans le monde moderne des Musulmans comme

une continuation des anciennes traditions. De plus, on regardera l'histoire des interprétations

dans la loi islamique et le rôle qu'elle joue dans sa perpétuation.

~utrefois, le mariage des mineurs était un phénoll!ene pratiqué et globalement accepté. .A

travers les sjecles, sa pratique a diminué considérablement. Aujourd'hui, malgré le fait que le

mariage des enfants est vu comme un acte choquant et découragé par la majorité des

gouvernements autour du monde, il continue d'exister dans une large mesure. Ces communautés

musulmanes qui s'obstinent "a pardonner et "a pratiquer le mariage des enfants ne sont pas

seulement affectées par les traditions culturelles mais aussi par leur man!ere de comprendre la

loi islamique. Cette compréhension particul!ere vient surtout des dirigeants religieux locaux au

sein des communautés qui fondent leurs justifications sur des Perspectives médiévales et des

interprétations de la loi divine.

Ce n'est pas un concours de coïncidence que le mariage des enfants est limité aux familles

des régions rurales de la société; c'est:a-dire celles qui sont appauvries et sans instruction. Ce

sont ces gens la qui ont peu de choix par rapport"a leur avenir. En raison de ces réalités dures, il

est difficile pour eux de trouver des solutions pour s'en sortir.
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INTRODUCTION

The increasing global awareness of children's rights brings iota focus an age...old

practice--that of child maniage. Just as the subject of children's rights in general has

been a neglected tapie in the past, so too has the issue of child marriage. The paucity of

any modem literature dealing with child marriage signifies a general ignorance among

people everywhere that such a practice does indeed exist and bas grave repercussions for

those societies where it is practiced. The dearth of information and writings on the

topie, especially within those societies that still practice it, may also signify, however,

that there is either inadequate interest in the matter itself or that there is sufficient

cognizance of the ignominy attached to those societies that allow the practice, to make

any discussion of it more or less tahoo. This thesis attempts to somewhat rectify the

matter by broaehing a much...needed discussion on the practice of child marriage in the

past and present and its status within Islamic Law.

The question tbat poses itself is whether "child marriagen deserves ail the

negative connotations and implications that apparently surround it or is the modern

outlook an imposed, yet unqualified, western concept tbat what is acceptable or

unacceptable for its society must he so for any other. On the other band, one may ask

whether perhaps the persistent acceptance or tacit condonation of child marriage among

most developing Muslim communities is not simply an effect of Western hegemony. It

is indeed possible tbat in trying to defend their religious values, customs and practices,

Muslims have instead unknowingly bougbt ioto the Western perception of Islamic Law
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as stagnant and rigid, and therefore disallowed any attempt to reinterpret the shan'a in

accordance with the changes occurring globally in modem day societies?

Child marriage is a considerably complex topic because it involves several fields

of research, e.g. sociology, law, anthropology and economics. The fust question that

arises repeatedly is: what is the defmition of "child"? One fmds that not only is the

defmition of "child" dependent on the historical context but also on the cultural context.

Moreover, these defmitions are not solely based on social factors but even on œonomic

ones. Thus, one fmds that imposing a single view on ail societies at allieveis in aU time

periods becomes impractical as weil as insensible. However, this does Dot imply that

injustices within various societies should go unchecked.

What complicates the matter further is the discrepancy between the actual law

and the social practices, for it is difficult to remain focused on the law alone when in

fact at some level the law ceases to be important. Indeed, it appears that the [slamic

legal opinions fonnulated in the early Islamic period, which actually support or condone

the practice of child marriage, are still more commonly implemented among certain

sectors of Muslim communities than any of the modem legislation regarding the

practice. In trying ta understand why such a gap exists between modem legislation and

practice it became necessary to study child marriage from a sociologieal perspective as

weil as a legal one in order to fully comprehend it.

Thesis

This thesis is concemed with lUlcovering the reality behind the practice of child

marriage today and determining whether intemational standards of human rights and
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customary practices can be reconciled. ft is also very apparent that child maniage is

clearly linked to the economic conditions of those communities which do continue to

practice it. For instance, most of the impoverished sectors of society continue to view

child marriage as an appealing solution to many of their fmancial problems. Therefore,

human rights advocates must recognize the multi-factorial implications of such a social

institution. As sucb, il cannot be viewed simply as a traditiooal and cultural custom but

rather must be understood from ail aspects; sociological, economic, cultural, religjous,

and political.

This thesis also examines the role Islamic law plays, by either retaining the

slatus quo or reforming il. While refonnists have attempted to reinterpret the sbarl'a

with a more modem uoderstanding and adaptation to changing circumstances within

societies, other Muslim scholars, through strictly retaining historical interpretations of

Islamic law, have preseoted the sharl'a as rigid and unalterable. The insistence by such

scholars that child marriage is an Islamically sanctioned practice, suitable for ail times

and ail places, flD1her encourages and permits individuals and Muslim communities to

practice it regardless of the negative consequences.

Il is precisely the negative implications of child marriage practice which has led

sa Many nations to create legislation that will at the least discourage if not completely

disallow it. Proper implementation of the law, however, is rare. Those communities that

persist in practicing child marriage often fmd loopholes, or circumvent the law. Social

institutions, such as child maniage, whetber based on religious traditions or custom,

cannot he relegated to a back seat position when they clearly conflict with state laws.

Factors such as education and economic conditions, which play a significant role in
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eitber effecting a decline or an increase in child maniage practice, need to be addressed

at the state level. Legislation alone has had Iimited effects in changing peoples'

perceptions. Societal conditions, on the other hand, have a great deal of influence in

determining the progress of a community.

Methodology

Child marriage is a controversial topic to say the least. Although one should not impose

one's own value system on 50cieties and practices that existed in a different historical

context, it is practically impossible not to do 50 within one's OWD. This thesis does not

ai.m at passing judgement on tbose ancient and medieval societies that practiced child

marriage. Il does, bowever, follow the critical theorist approach and praxis regarding the

modern situation. The research done in this thesis is an endeavour to create a better

understanding of child marriage as exists today as weil as to promote action towards

improving the state ofchildren's rights in the Muslim world.

The adverse effects of child maniage today are too obvious to ignore. The reality

of those children who must endure an abuse of their individual rights is sufficient in

itself to create deep-seated biases. There is an urgent need, however, ta understand and

recognize the circU!D~t~ces and conditions that have contributed to tbis fonn of rights

abuse without jumping to conclusions. What makes child marriage so different today

than from previous centuries? Child marnage is undoubtedly a socially constructed

phenomenon. Due to this fact, it May have positive as weil as negative consequences. ft

is difficult to ignore tbat in the modem period its negalive effects blatantly outweigh its

benefits.
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1 will examine the modem situation of chiId marriage practice in the Muslim

world as weil as the dilemma that faces ail Muslim communities regarding how Islan1Îc

law cao serve as a conciliatory force between traditional customs and modem human

rights standards. In other words, where a modem interpretation of Islamic law would

essentially serve as a bridge between older, earlier accepted religious laws that continue

to he implemented in Many communities and the current state legislation tbat confonDS

to international standards of human rights as weil as attempts to adapt to changing

social factors.

Thos, this thesis will delve into a comparative study of the medieval concepts

and ideas regarding the subject and the modem perceptions and practices. 1 will begin

witb a brief look at the debate among the Islamic scholars on tbis topic in the medieval

period. This will briefly cover the opinions of the Shl'ah Ja'farl and the Sunn1 schools.

The debate will then move ioto the modem period, more specifically the 20lh century,

the main focus of the thesis. Here the opinions of sorne contemPOrary scholars will be

examined, particularly regarding the controversy over 'A'isha's age at marriage to the

Prophet and a more in-depth analysis of the various factors (e.g. economics and culture)

involved in the practice of cbild maniage.

In order to illustrate the present situation of child maniage and its effeet on

Muslim conununities around the world, the case of three countries will be examined:

Iran, which represents a modem Sh1'a society; Pakistan, which represents the South

Asian situation; Egypt, which bas an extremely variegated and stratified society within

the Middle East and May he used to represent some aspect of the Arab perspective.

Occasional reference will be made, however, to other various parts of the Muslim world,
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which will also demonstrate the extent to which child marnage continues to be

practiced in ail kinds of societies and cultures.

My approach in researching and discussing child maniage is necessarily

multifarious 50 tbat a broader and more complete picture may be cast when presenting

the modem situation. The various factors surrounding the present status ofchild

marriage in the world are economic, social, cultural, religious, legal, medical and, to

sorne degree, even political. This thesis will examine not only the legal aspect of the

practice ofchild maniage but also the related socioeconomic and religio-cultural

conditions tbat either support it or possibly undermine it.

Division of Cbapters

The thesis will consist of five parts including an introduction and a conclusion. Chapter

One will examine the medieval discourse surrounding the issue of child marriage from

the perspective of Sunnl and Shl'a fiqh. An overview of the different opinions is

absolutely necessary not ooly from a historical point of view--since one must understand

the opinions in the context of their origins--but alsa in terms of their serving as a

precedent for the existing modem day practice. Various other cultural perspectives 00

child maniage, such as ancient Greek, Christian and Jewish, will also be considered in

order to demonstrate the universality of the custom in human history.

Chapter Two will begin with an overview of Ottoman society and the practice of

child marriage during this period of transition. The chapter will theo discuss the various

reforms that took place during the later part of the Ottoman period and the beginning of

the codification of the law in the Muslim world. The various legal reforms that have
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taken place dwing this century, challenging the earlier rulings, will also he examined.

This chapter will also look at whether or Dot the legal refonns effected a change in the

practice and perception ofchild maniage within society, and if so, tben how.

Chapter Three will address child marriage as it exists today in the Muslim world.

It will examine the modem debate among scholars over the traditional justifications and

perceptions of child marriage as an Islamically sanctioned practice. This necessariIy

includes a discussion regarding the controversy over 'A'isha'sage when she was married

to the Prophet due to its heing the primary cited reason for justifying the practice of

child marriage. A study of some modem day cases from Iran, Egypt and Pakistan will he

used to illustrate the current practices of child maniage and the modem perspectives

and attitudes towards it. The practical side of the issue and whether legislative reforms

are actually implemented or not, on bath the state and societallevel, will he examined.

Contemporary fatwiworks will also he consulted. The chapter will also ipclude

a discussion on the recent fmdings regarding economic, medical, and social factors that

play a raie in either negatively or positively affecting the practice of child marriage in

Muslim societies. For example, medical fmdîngs related to the effect on the child's

health, particularly the female child, which early marriage may or May not have will be

discussed. Finally, a discussion on the issue of universal human rights shall also be

considered so as to understand child marriage within that particular context and the

controversy surrounding it.

This will lead to the conclusion which will summarize the various arguments

that were discussed in this thesis. From tbis study of child marriage the current status of

• child marriage practice in the Muslim world will he assessed. A possible solution to the
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dilemma of reconciling human rights and traditional value systems will be discussed.

Primarily, this study of child marriage in Islamic law is an endeavour to bring greater

awareness to a much neglected topic which may further promote actions on the part of

Muslim govemmental and non-governmental organi7Jltions to improve the condition of

children in the Muslim world.

As a student of Islam, my research into the social practice of child marriage

among Muslim communities bas been an attempt to better understand the effect social

customs have on developing the sbsrl'a as weil as the sbarl'a's effect in regulating

traditional practices. Moreover, the role Islamic law has played in furthering the

adherence to certain social costoms, e.g. child marriage, as weil as its simultaneous

capacity to restrict those very customs demonstrates the inherent flexibility within the

Islamic legal tradition.
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Chapter One: Child Maniage: A Historical Background

In general terms, a child, Le. a minor, or ~gbIr, is one who bas not yet reached

puberty. "Minority ends with the onset of physical matwity, and the ability ta control

one's own affairs. In the absence of signs of physical maturity, fifteen was generally

regarded as the age that divided between majority and minority for males and females

alike" (Giladi 1995, 8:821). This is the basic understanding ofwhat constitutes being a

child. Minority, however, does not preclude marriage within the general interpretation

of Islamic Law. Although different opinions existed among earHer Muslim scholars,

most feU that maniage did not require mental maturity, or rusbd, 50 long as there was

an appropriate guardian, or waR, to handle the minor's affairs.

"That Islamic law allows child marriage seems to contradict its general attitude

of protection towards children. The Sbar7a May have been following the social practice

of the Islamic core countries in the Ist-4lb/7Ib_lOlb centuries" (826). According to one

author, Arabs have always exhorted early marriage 50 that the children may be born

while the parents are still young and he a strength for them and cao assist them against

their opponents (Tannin1nl 1984,159). Indeed, there is even a name for such children

who are born of young fathers, rab7'iyyiïn, i.e. bom in the "spring" of their parents' Iife

(159). Thus the practice of early marriage cao be seen as a continuation from pre-Islamic

times.

This chapter will look at the history of child maniage from a relatively general

perspective by giving a brief overview of ancient and medieval Near Eastern and

European perceptions regarding child marriage practice. Il will then more closely
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examine the Islamic perspective among medieval jurists. This survey of the historical

background of child maniage is necessary in arder to properly understand the various

positions that different communities and societies hold today regarding its practice.

The effect which the classical Islamic scho1ars' opinions had and still have on modem

day legislative developments and perceptions among Muslim societies should not be

underestimated.

An understanding of the historical context in which chiId marriage was

considered generally acceptable among Many various cultures may also assist in

preventing a propensity to impose modern perceptions and ideas on ancient and

medieval practices. Although it is common for those of later generations to hold

preconceptions when studying customs of earlier societies, such biases prevent a more

objective approach. For instance, the general perception of child marriage today is a

negative one to say the least. Sucb a viewpoint, however, is mostly based on modem

cases and concems for child abuse and human rights issues as exist today. Indeed, it is

not uncommoD for matters related to mental health such as psychological trauma, to be

frequently linked with issues relating to human rights abuse. However, the subject of

psychology is Dot an exclusively modem one. On the contrary, Avner Giladi in bis book,

Cbildrcn of Islam, discusses the different medieval works which actually dealt with

cbild psychology. Certain perspectives, however, e.g. the psychodynamic (involving

psychoanalysis), behavioral, cognitive and sociocultural aspects, are in fact only recent

concepts and thus are restricted to the nineteenth and twent ieth centuries. In addition

to this, the popularity and the increasing awareness of psychology in daily human life

are a very modem phenomenon. One cannot ignore the vast difJerence between today's
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global society and the many Medieval highly traditiooal and religious communities

which were based on their own system of ethics and morals that one might, for ail

practical purposes, consider rather alien la most people in today's world. Thus, what one

might perceive as barbaric today, may have held a great deal of moral appeal and

justification to those living in a different day and age due to their particular

circumstances.

Similarly, it is important ta Wlderstand the context in whicb child marriage was

considered acceptable within the Islamic legal discourse during the classical period in

order ta grasp the universality of such a practice. One migbt then realize the parallelism

in the general aversion to it round today among most Muslim societies which also

follows a global trend. Each of the different perceptions must be viewed and understood

within a proper social and historical contexte

Cbi/dMlllTillge iD NOD-Mus/im Civi/iz8tioDS

Child maniage is oot particular to the Arabs or any othee culture. It is a practice that

dates back to ancient times, and was part of most societies. Even in Europe, it is only

until relatively recently that child maniage bas become practically non-existent. In

ancient and medieval societies it was not uncommon for the couple, more specifically,

the girl to be betrothed at puberty or even before (Laiou 1993,87). "Greco-Roman

mothers ... could expect ta lose their daugbters to marriage al an early age, often while

tbose daughters were essentially still children, and before the daughter had become a

woman in her own right"(Kraemer 1993,105). Ancient "Greek cultme favored early

childbearing" (Demand 1994,102). One of the most common explanations for this is
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that early marriage served the purpose of safeguarding family honor by ensuring the

virginity of the bride (103). Marriages took place starting as young as twelve or thirteen

years of age for the girl and occasionally only slightly older for the boys. Although just

as in modem societies it was much more common for girls to he married so young rather

than for boys.

Jewish law also indicates the commonality and pennissibility of the practice of

child maniage. "Arranging a match and contracting the marriage of a young girl were

the undisputed prerogatives of her father in ancient Israel" (Friedman 1980,1:216).

Although the Talmud recognized this exclusive right of the father over his minor

daughter, around the third century, in Babylon, the rabbis strongly discouraged the

practice. The validity of such marriages was never questioned, however (216). More

often tban Dot, marrying daughters at a tender age was ptacticed in the medieval period

among European Jews. There are two socioeconomic reasons generally presented to

explain this: "(a) the difficulty to save for a proper dowry and the consequent necessity

to betroth a girl as soon as the money for a dowry was raised; (b) and secondly,

persecutions and migration often made a suitable groom a rare commodity, and

available bachelors had to be snatched up immediately"(Goitein 1978, 3:86). Among

other motives for early marriages in the Middle Ages the most pronounced was probably

concem for the girls' chastity, Dot unlike during the ancient Greco-Roman period

mentioned above. For boys it was a different matter. Due to concem for the boy's

ability to eam a iivelihood, it was generally cODsidered acceptable for them to marcy

from age sixteen onward. Still it was preferable for boys to many before age twenty-
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four and the younger the better since delaying marnage for too long was not favorable

either (Lewittes 1994, 7).

ln some Christian civilizations, child maniage was al50 not uncommon. In early

Medieval Byzantine society, for example, emphasis was placed on the girl reaching

puberty before a marriage was contracted and consummated. Although betrothals could

take place much earHer, maniage was only cODsidered valid for boys once they were

fourteen and for girls at the age of thirteen (Laiou 1993, 169). In eleventh century

Byzantium, both civil and ecclesiasticallaw forbade the maniage of a girl before the age

of puberty. Because tbe marriage procedure was 50 simple, however, the law was easily

circumvented (168). In fact, the W1der~agedgirl's family often permitted tbat her fiancé

live with the family until the marriage took place. It was not unbeard of that the

considerably older fiancé would sometimes rape the child-bride-t~be creating a host of

problems, not least of which was physically and mentally damaging the girl for life

(168~170). In one particular case, the parents lied about their daughter's age, claiming

she was ten when she was only seven. Her fiancélhusband (there is sorne doubt as to

what his status was exactly) raped her and was punished. The judge dissolved the

engagement/maniage immediately. Although there were Many other reasons, the girl's

age was sufficient justification to invalidate the betrothal/maniage. This was due to the

understanding that a child's consent did not legally exist and as such any maniage

contracted could he dissolved (123). As we shaH see, ecclesiastical law was rather

different from Islamic law in this regard since its approach to the validity and invalidity

of child marriage was much simpler. Ecclesiastical law held that a betrothal blessed by

the church would he invalidated if the girl were found to he underage (172).
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"Ecclesiastical courts bad also establisbed the principle tbat a church betrothal or

marriage would he dissolved if there was sexual intercoW'Se before the girl reached

puberty" (172). As shown in the case above, however, the practice within society was

not always in accordance with the law no matter how strict or severe it might have been

in punishing offendecs.

In Western Europe, 1 more particularly England, child marnage was also

practiced frequently. There exist well-documented cases of child marriages taking place

in the Medieval period (from the 141b to the 16lb centwies at least). For example, a

manuscript containing the recorded depositions in trials in the Bishop's court in Chester,

dating back to 1561 A.D mentions twenty-seven reports of cbild marriages.2 What is

interesting about tbese marriages is that they do not share, even for the most part, the

same justifications or reasons for having been conducted. The ages of the children also

vary considerably, from two ta three years of age ODtil anywhere between thirteen and

fifteen. Indeed, when marrying infants who could not yet speak for themselves, the

parents would take the vows of maniage in their stead (FurnivaU 1978, xxü). More than

most other societies the child-marriages in this case seemed to involve both a boy and

girl of comparable age, and many times the girl is even older by a few years. There is a

general sense of social acceptance, and the law clearly does not seem to have opposed

such marriages though their reasons for being conducted may have been based on

relatively random objectives. Sorne examples of these are: fmancial transactions

1 Research into Germanie societies (around the 8th century A.D.) BI50 indieates that young girls were often
coerœd or pressured ioto early maniage. Interestingly enough.. a number ofstories depiet young girls of
12-14 years ofage nmning away from home, inventing iIInesses or causing self-mutilation, to avoid such
marriages (Wemple 1993, 242).
2 See Child-Mamages, Divorces, and Ratifications, &c.ln the Diocese o/Chester, A.D. 1561-6.
Ed.Frederic:k Ftmivall. (New York: Kraus reprint Co., 1978).
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between the parents, e.g. one parent is in debt and bargains his child for sorne money; a

child is exchanged for sorne property between the parents; a child's need for security

since the father passed away; the potential of having a large seulement made upon the

young couple by a wealthy grandfather. In some instances the children are manied by

the compulsion oftheir friends or even by the whimsical desire oftheir parents (xv-xvi).

"These Child-Marriages took place in parish churches ... or chapels ... or the

private chapels of rich parents or friends at their country-scats . . . or at private houses

or rectories...."(xvi). They took place among ail levels of society, i.e. rich and poor

a1ike. These marriages, however, were not considered to he binding until or unless the

children, upon reaching the "years of Consent" (age twelve for the girl and folD1een for

the boy), actually ratified them. Due to their extremely young ages, the children

remained at their respective homes uotil they had matmed and then were encomaged to

start living with their spouse. If one or bath of the children did not wish ta ratify the

marriage and therefore had not Iived witb or consummated the marriage, a divorce

would be pronounced. If, however, the marriage had been consummated, or sorne fonn

of a husband/wife relationship had been established there was no way out except tbat

one of the two parties committed adultery (xvii).

Interestingly enough, in the case of England during the nineteenth century and

later, there seems ta he a general ignorance about the relatively common practice of

child marriage in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The author, Frederick

Fumivall, who came across the original manuscript in 1893, admits his own

astonishment at leaming about the betrothal of middle c1ass children in his own country
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during tbis earlier period (xiv). Ironically, in a footnote, he places an excerpt of an

article from the WcstmiDstcr Gazette dated 1893, in which it is reported that,

"A little Indian boy and girl have just been tried at the criminal sessions al
Berhampur on a charge of bigamy. The girl and boy, aged respectively six and
nine, were indicted for marrying, the former being at the time, to the knowledge
of the bridegroom, already, under the barbarous [emphasis mine] Indian custom
of child-betrothal, the wife of another...." (xvi)

This kind of article demonstrates a distinct narrow-mindedness and lack of

understanding about the history of child marriages. Clearly, among those societies and

nations where child marriage was no longer practieed, it was seen as a remote and

"uneivilized" custom, round among "barbarie" people. The universality of the practice

of child maniage in previous times was not and is still Dot Cully realized by most people.

Such misconceptions prevent a more objective study of child maniage customs and the

basis for its practice among certain societies.

In knowing that child maniage was not a custom particular to one area of the

world or one religion, but was rather a widespread practice that most eommunities did

not object to regardless whether the law permitted il, as in England, or forbade it, as in

Medieval Byzantine, we may hope to approach Arabia and the Muslim worId in general

with a more broad-minded outlook.

Medicvll1 IS/8I1Jic CivilizlltioD

The principal basis on which child marriage has been accepted amoog Muslims is the

IJadIth, or the Stmn8 of the Prophet. The marriage of the Prophet to 6 A'isha is used as

justification for aIl other child marriages. The most often quoted l}lldith is the reported

narration by 'A'isha herself, found in $alji1} Bukbiii and $IÛJÙ! Mus/im, the two sources
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considered, among Muslims, to be the most authentic compilations. In tbis narration

'A'isha claims that sbe was six years of age at the time of ber marriage to the Prophet

when the Muslims bad not yet migrated to Medina and then she began to live with him

three years later at the age of nine shortly aCter the Hijra.

'A'isba (Allah be pleased with her) reported: AlIah's Messenger (May peace be
upon bim) manied me when 1was six years old, and 1 was admitted to his bouse
at the age ofnine. (Siddiql n.d.,2: 7lSi

The terms used in Arabie in the various alJaditb describing her marriage, are either

udkbiJatni (when sbe states tbat her mother made her enter tbe Prophet's house), or

bani biba or udkbi/at 'a/aybi (in the versions where her narration is described in the

third person). Thus there is a vacillation between translating the Arabie as ber being

Uadmitted" to the Prophet's bouse, she "entered" his home, or, as found in one version,

that "he consummated" their marriage.

There is also one rendition of this narration in which 'A'isha claims her marnage

to have taken place when she was seven. In fact, there bas been considerable

speculation and debate among more recent scholars surrounding 'A'isha's actual age at

marriage. This will be diseussed in depth in Chapter Three of this tbesis. Regardless of

'A 'isha's real age, however, it will now suffice to say that in sorne way or another tbere

is a strong belief among most Muslims and most scholars, based on this particular

lJadith, that the Prophet married an underage girl and therefore tbis must be considered

an acceptable practice for Muslims in general.

J Though the word used here is ··zawajanf'. indicating marnage, it is generally understood as a kind of
engagement until •A'isba began to actually live with the Prophet at a 181er age. This was often the case
where a child maniage was concerned The kalb-81·ki/~ a1though technically the signing of a marriage
contract, is even considered among many Arabs today as a sort ofengagement UDtil the co..,le are ready
to live with one another and a receptioo is heId to formally mate them husbaod IIJd we.
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Indeed, this /;Jadith May partly explain why from the fatiwa, or responsa

literature, it emerges "that the minors involved were predominantly girls, that maniage

contracts were made up for them while their ages ranged anywhere between birth and

sexual matwity, and that generally neither the wedding nor marital sexual intercourse

were postPOned until they had reached sexual maturity" (826). Since 'A'isha'a example

was that of a female, it was easy to justify a female child being married.

Debate Among tbe Medieval ScbollUS

In the al-Fatiwi al- IiAJamglriyya, (a1so known as Fatiwa HiDdiyya) a late medieval

collection of l:Ianafi rulings on matters of fiqb, a few different opinions on child

marriage are mentioned. One opinion is that the marriage of a female child is not

permitted tmtil she is bi/igb, or bas reached puberty. Another opinion is that 50 long as

the female child has reached the age of oine years then marriage is acceptable. The

majority, however, claim that age is not an issue but ratber that the validity of the

marriage depends on the physical capacity of the girl. If there are no ill effects that

could result from consommation then marriage is allowed even if the child is onder the

age of nîne. If, however, the girl is sickly and thin then contracting a marriage for her is

not permitted even ifshe were much older(1983, 1:287).

In the Shl'a Ja'farl school of thought, age is considered the main factor upoo

which child marriage (at least in the case of a female) is judged to be acceptable or not.

In fact, aU the variaus madhihib tend ta Cocus on the age of nine, especially in the case

of females. This is due to the above-mentioned 1Jaditb conceming 'A'isha's age at

maniage. In the Ja'far1 madbhab it is considered that any girl who has reached the age
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of nine May be manied by ber guardian. Similar to the lJanafi school, unless ber father

or her patemal grandfather rnanied ber off, sbe retains the right to choose to keep the

marriage or to have it annulled upon reaching puberty. Al-Tüsl, states that according to

a 1Jaditb, if a girl is manied to a man who consummates tbe marriage before she is nine

years of age, then they must he separated and she hecomes unlawful to him forever, i.e.

he May oot marry ber ever again (1991, 2:292). Another report based on Imam Hussayn

(the Prophet's grandson) is tbat if a husband consummates his marriage with a girl who

is not yet nine years of age and tbereby causes ber pbysical harm 50 tbat sbe cannot ever

marry again and bas a permanent defect tben be must he fmed the equivalent of diya, or

blood money. If: bowever, he keeps ber as bis wife and does not divorce her, i.e. he

assumes responsibility for ber weifare, theo he is not liable for any penalty (al-l:Iurr al

'Amin 1977, 14:380).

It is interesting to note the seemingly conflicting views within the Sh1'a

madbhab. According to sorne Shl'a traditions child marriage, specifically meaning the

underage, pre-pubescent child, is considered in a negative light. In a section entitled,

"distaste for the marriage of small childreo" one of the traditions mention that 'Ali b.

Ab1 Tilib was approacbed and told by someone, "We marry our cbildren when tbey are

young" and he replied, "If they are married wben they are small (W8 bum ~jgbil) then

tbey will not live in hannony", Le. they will have a problematic marriage (72).

Interestingly enougb, however, a number ofother traditions reported discuss the benefits

and advantages of parents marrying their daughters as soon as they reach puberty to

qualified individuais so tbat their chastity is protected (39-41). It appears that the Shl'a

scholars, themselves, do not sense any contradiction between the previously mentioned
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tradition and others encouraging early maniage. It is clear that regardless of age, a child

that has reached puberty is considered perfectly capable of handling marriage. Indeed, in

the case of a female, it appears tbat a girl of no more tban nine or ten, regardless if she

has attained puberty or Dot, is also considered capable of handling marriage since the

traditions reported that nine or ten is the minimal age requirement for consummation

(70-72).

In the I:Ianbafi madhbab we also fmd the age of nine years as a period of

determining what May he permissible for a female child. Sorne consider that in arder to

marry a chiId of nine years or more, i.e. ontil she is biligh, obtaining her consent is

necessary. Others hold that it is not a necessity and that sbe may he married up untiI

she reaches puherty without her consent (ai-Mardawi 1957,8:54). It is mostly agreed

upon, however, that a nine-year-old female's permission is reliable and therefore

necessary to obtain regardless of ber having reached puberty or not (62). What is also

generally accepted is that she cannot be pressured or coerced to hasten her acceptance of

a marriage proposai (57). Tbere is no debate over the situation of a female child less

tban nine years of age. It is understood that her consent is not required, as is the case

with ail children whose words are considered unreliable (54).

In aJ-Mabsu{, the Hanafite, al-Sarakhsl begins by clearly stating that the proof

for allowing the marnage of the minor (~aghir and ~aghIra) is in the Prophet's own

marriage witb 'A'isha (4:212). Aside from this basis for justifying child marriage, he

then cites certain verses from the Qur'in for additional support. For example, in 8mat

al-Taliq (65:4) the Qur'in mentions the 'idda( period of those who no longer have their

menstrual couses, and those who have Dot yet gotten them, to he a period of three
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months. Il is the latter group that concerns us. According to al-Sarakhsl, "those who

have not gotten their menses" must elearly be pre-pubescent girls. He states therefore,

that the concept of child marriage does exist in an acceptable manner in the sbaii'a

(212).4

AI-Sarakhsl mentions two main scholars, Ibn Shubruma and Abü Bakr al-'~im,

eontemporaries of Abü I:Ianlfa, who disagree that the shaii's allows for child maniage.

They cite the verse in Siirat al-Nisa' (4:6) which states, "Malee trial of the orphans uotil

they reach the age of marriage; if then you fmd sound judgement in them, release their

property to them...." They contend that there could he no benefit in such a stipulation

if maniage were allowed before buJügb, i.e. puberty (212). That is to say, when the

Qur'an states l;Jatta idbi balagbü al-nikil!, it must have a particular age or period in

mind as being the time that the individual will become capable of handling his or her

own affairs. Clearly, the stipulation does not refer to a period ofminority (212).

These two scholars also argue that there are two essential purposes behind

marnage, to satisfy the sexual urge and to carry on the progeny. The maniage contract

in the case of the minor, however, is a long-term contraet and once they reaeh their

majority, the children are no longer obligated to fulfill the contract. Sïnce there is no

authority (wilaya) over them once they are mature, there is no way to ensure that the

marriage contraet will actually be fui filied. Thus, the status of minority negates the two

purposes of marriage and renders any contract useless. They draw the analogy between

this type of marriage and a business transaction where someone agrees to pay another

4 It is interesting to note that al-Sarakhsl. unlike Abmad Ibn J:lanbal (al-Mardiw11957, 9:286), takes no
consideratim here ofthe possibility that the QŒ'in may he referring to those females who have matured
inteUectually and physicaUy, perhaps up to the age of IS or 16 even, but have not yet attained menarche
(as we DOW is a very plausible occurrence).
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but tbey are given no fonn of insmance over the period of several years that it will take

place. Tbus, il is argued tbat there is no logic behind the maniage of minors since il

cannot guarantee any real benefits including the original purposes for maniage (212).

As for the Prophet's own maniage to 'A'isba, Ibn Sbubruma considers tbis to he among

the "kh8Ma'j~li-na/ii", or special and unique privileges or duties the Prophet had that

othee beings did not (al-Jawhar11993, 83-84).

AI-Sarakhsl resPOnds by arguing tbat there are certain goals behind marriage

such as the bettennent or best interest of both the male and the female individua!. This

is served by kafi'a, or suitability (n.d., 4: 212). This cannot always he found, however.

Tbus, he says lbat tbis heing a great priority, the guardian must have the right to marry

bis ward offwhen appropriate otherwise if he were to wait until the child's majority it is

highly possible that he would Jose the kaf8'a opportunity and fmd no one suitable (212).

Tbis is not unlike the rationalization once used to permit child-maniage among

European Jewry as mentioned earlier. AJ-Sarakhsl aIso points out that in the case of a

marriage contract dealing with minors, although it is a long-term contract, it is for an

immediate need. It thus becomes necessary in terms of it's goals, Le. kaJ8'a. According

to him, tbis urgent need, in Cact, makes the marriage effective, or operative at this point

and it is tberefore validated (213).

As far as the issue of whether or not the female child, once married by her father,

is allowed to choose either to keep or to annul the maniage when she has matured, aI

Sarathsl states that her choice, i.e. khiyir a/-bu/ügb, is not allowed. Through qiyis

(inferential reasoning), it was reasoned by Ibn Sama'a that because a maniage contract

involves the female child surrendering herself, i.e. essentially giving up her persan, tben
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sbe must be allowed to make tbe cboice berself. Al-Sarakhsl states, however, tbat "We

have abandoned qiyison account ofSunnah" (212). His understanding is based on two

ideas; tbat in tbe case of 'A'isba there is no proof tbat once a cbild bas matured sbe may

cboose to annul a maniage contracted by ber father since 'A'isba herself did notS
;

secondly, be argues tbat a fatber bas sucb love for his daugbter tbat be looks out for ber

more tban be does even for himself, and tbat his is a complete guardianship of her,

including ber property and persan. Tbus, a female child has no choice (213). Tbe

fatber's great authority ovec his children's maniages is best illustrated by an example of

what otberwise would he considered an invalid maniage. In the l:Ianafi madhbab a child

marnage is generally considered invalid if it is against the child's best înterests. If,

however, the father or grandfather manied the child off, and the matcb was unsuitable,

Le. the partner chosen is not the child's equal, 1wfü' or the marriage was against the

cbild's oost interests, it is still considered valid so long as the father had acted boDa /ide

(Bahadur 1898,2:92-3).

Al-Sarakhsl does go on ta give the various opinions of other scholars on this

issue, however. He states tbat Abu ijan1fa, Abaybàn1, Ibn 'Umar and Abü HuraYra ail

share tbe same opinion that there is khiyir aJ-buJügb, option at puberty for those

females rnarried by someone other tban their fatber or grandfather when they were

underage (215). They base their opinion on tbe IJaditb in which it is reported that

Quddima Ibn Ma.tÜD married his niece, an orphan, to Ibn 'Umar and when she had

reached puberty that the Prophet allowed ber to choose and she chose to cancel her

S Justice Aftab Hussain critiques SarakhsTs 3J'8.UIDent by stating that "the non-exercise ofthe right does
not negate the rigbt" (1987, 477). Regarding •A'isha's non-use of the option ofpuberty, he further states
that "it is strange tbat simple silence or inaction ... is made a basis ofan important injlDlCtion"(477).He
also questions bow the non-action of'A' isba coostitlltes 'Sunna' for which the qiy.was abEdoned(480).
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marriage (215).6 The understood opinion of Abù lJariifa is that if the father or

grandfather marcy the child, male or female, to someone, then there is no option to

cancel, or annul the maniage afterwards. If: however, the qitfi, the child's brother,

mother, or some other wall marry the child then the child May opt to cancel the

marriage at puberty (215). As with most subjects, the l:Ianbafi madhhab holds at least

two opinions on this issue as weil. Some, such as Ibn al-Jawz1, argue that a male child

May not have the optioB ofpuberty if he was married by his father (al-Mardawl 1957,

8:53). Others, however, say that he has the right to choose (53). As for the female child,

il is said tbat she bas the right to choose for herselfonce sbe attains puberty (62-3).

According to the M81iJà school, however, as regards the decision of a boy who

has matured and no longer wants the marriage, the marriage is automatically annulled

even if il was contracted by bis father. If he consummated the maniage be must pay the

dowry and if he did not consummate the maniage then there is no obligation (al-

Wansharlsl 1981, 3:130). In the case of tbe underage female, however, even if she is

granted the option ofpuberty, the process of gaining ber freedom is more difficult.

According to the l:Ianafi scbool, if she was married by anyone other than her father, ber

marriage May he cancelled, but only with the ruling of a qit/I (al-Sughdi 1984, 282).7

6 It is interesting to note that similarly in Jewish Law "'a minor girl, orphaned fram her father, was not
strictly speaking, in the legal 'jurisdietim' ofher guardian....The marriage contraeted for her by her
relatives did not have the fulilegai force ofa marriage contraeted by her father....recognized [only] as
being a temporary arrangement" (Friedman 1980, 1:228).
7 Along the sarne lines, in the case ofEngland dm-ing the sixteenth century, there was some debate among
nineteenth century scholars examining the early manuscript over the issue ofdivorce for child marriages.
One scholar suggests that either child was pennitted to many another even ifa divorce bad oot yet been
pronOlDlced becaœe the very act of rejecting the previous marriage was sufficient to indicate a divorce
and thus the pron01D1cement was simply a formality (Fumivall 1978, xix). Another scholar argues that the
divorce proceeding was absolutely essential ifeither party wmted to nmany. He argues that otherwise
people would Dot have gone to the great expense and trouble ofprocuring a divorce for their child ifa
second marriage could be considered valid without the granting and registering of a divorce (xix).
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One must keep in mind, however, lhat Op/iOB ofpuberty still remaios a relatively

separate issue. The essential matter here is the permission granted to relatives to marry

off underage children. In the l:Ianafi madbhab it is permitted tbat any paternal relat ive

may marry off a minor as they desire. As is stated in the Hedaya , "the maniage of a

boy or girl under age, by the autbority of their patemal kindred, is lawful, whether the

girl he a virgin or not, the propbet having declared 'Marriage is committed to the

patemal kindred'" (Hamilton 1989, 1:100). Mili~ on the other hand, reserves tbis right

for the father alone, whereas Sbifi'1 states that tbis authority remains with the father or

tbe grandfather (in the case that the former is not present) but no one else (101).

Interestingly enough, M8lik demonstrates, what one might perceive to be, sorne

reluctance towards the easy acceptance of child marriage. He points out that since there

is no real necessity for such guardianship, i.e. considering the fact tbat children are oot

subject to sexual desires and there is no immediate need for marriage, there is little

rationale in any guardian contracting a marriage for the minor (101). However, he feels

the need to acknowledge that based on '1he sacred writings, cootrary to what analogy

would suggest" the father (alone) is still vested with this power to marry bis cbild off

(101 ).

An overview of the various opinions witbin the l:Ianball school also demonstrates

a similar besitance among sorne to accept child marriage in toto. One report claims that

Alpnad Ibn l:Ianbal is reported to have said lbat there should he no marriage of a feroale

minor onder any circumstances (bi /;Jilin) (al-Mardawl 1957, 8:62). Ibn Manja states

tbat tbis is the accepted position of the madhhab. Certain other scholars, e.g. al-

• Zukashi, ugue against Ibis from witbin the same school and disregard ils having any
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significant authority (62). ft is also mentioned that if a minor boy is ta he married it

should only he for an absolute necessity (52). Ibn'Aqll and athees derme "necessity",

i.e. aI-1J8ja as the need for sexual relations and no other (62). Clearly, this limits the

acceptability of marrying a minore The privilege of marrying off one's son or daughter,

as in the Milio school, rests with the father. There is some opinion granting the

grandfather this right as weil. However, the majority accepts it as the father's alone

(57).

"Shâfi'i argues, that entrusting the power of contracting marriage to any others

than the father or grandfather wouJd be oppressive upon the child, since it is to be

supposed that no others are equally interested in its welfare or happiness ..."(101). Il is

precisely this latter principle which prevents the property of minors to he handled by

distant relatives, something considerably less important than the minors' persons,

therefore their contracting a maniage for the minor must he considered unlawfuJ a

fortiori (101 ). The ijanati response to this, however, is that affmity itself is cause for

affection towards a child by other relatives just as in the parents and tbat for any

existing deficiency therein, there is a provision to guard against any evil consequence,

namely, khiyir aI-hulügb. They argue that the chiId's acquiescence after puberty is

necessary to validate the marriage, unlike in the case of a child's property where sucb an

option does not existe Thus, whereas a child may still be able to recover from a

misalliance, lost property through the hands of evil-ÏDtentioned relatives is irretrievable.

Shifi'i alsa disagrees with the l:Ianafi allowance that a minor tbayyiha, or non

virgin, may be manied off before puberty (102). He maintains that once a minor girl bas

been manied, regardless of her guardian being ber father or grandfather or any other
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relative, she cannot he married otT again until she is biligb and capable of giving ber

consent. This opinion is based on the iJadith which clearly states that a thayyiba, non...

virgin female, shall not he manied uotil she herself chooses ta do sa. Although the

IJanaflS consider this only as a reference ta mature non-virgin females, Shifi 'i

understands tbis as applying ta females of any age.8

In his al-Umm, Shati'1 diseusses certain situations in which contracting the

marriage of minors is unacceptable. He discusses the matter of two adults contracting

the maniage of an unbom child (not an uncommon practice in Arabia or othee nearby

Eastern cultures). He suggests that if a man approaches a woman and tells her that he

will many ber ta the unbom baby his wife still carries or the flCSt boy tbat is barn ta

him, or tbat he approaches a man and tells him that be will many bis unbom ehild, or

fU'St daughter ta him, that tbis is unacceptable (1993, 5:36). He states that none ofthis

can ever constitute a maniage. He points out tbat tbis type of discoW'Se is based on no

foundation wbatsoever for two reasons. First of ail, the parties contracted in a maniage

must be clearly specified. If the cbild is unborn, it still has no real identity. Secondly,

marriage agreements cannat be based on future prospects, e.g. the birth of a child or

saying "if tomorrow cornes then our children will he married", because the future is

always uncertain and the conditions of fulfilling the contraet may not occur (36).

Additionally, in the case of a minor il is not possible to make such a stated contract

effective since a child cannat consummate a marriage and neither can he or she inherit

1 Ibn Taymiyya holds a similar opinion in the lfanbafi scboo), claiming that a female child ofnine years of
age, ber heing a non-virgïn or even a virgin for tbat matter cannot he coerœd or forced to marry (al
Marom 1957, 8:55).
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from bis or her spouse al the lime the marriage is contracted (36).9 Shifi'1 Iikens it to

muta' marnage where the couple is married and yet not manied at the same time. In

fact, he says, il is worse than muta' hecause there is a period of time after the contraet

is made during whieh the couple cannot even fulfill it. Thus, he says, tbis kind of

marriage is no marriage at ail and indeed those who permit muta' do not even allow il sa

it is in fact worse than muta' (badbi afsadmin nikiIJ al-muta' (36).

Within the subject of chiId marriage is the issue of orphans and whether or Dot

they May he lreated the same as children with parents or if their status should be

different. Shifi'i is against the marriage of orphans without obtaining their consent. He

argues that tbe Propbet stated tbat the orphan girl, she being a child without a father,

should not be married until she is asked for ber consent. He also points out, however,

that once hi/igh, the Prophet declared tbat a child is no longer considered an orpban (al-

Sarakhsl n.d., 4:214). AI-Sarakhsl, on the other band, feels that the case of the orphan is

much like that of any other child and she or he may he married offby the guardian. That

they are free to exercise the optiOB ofpuberty, be considers to he a sufficient safeguard

against any misalliance that May take place. Ibn I:fanbal 's opinion on this issue,

according to Ibn Taymiyya, only pennits the guardian's marnage of the orphan if the

child consents. After that, however, he or she May not have the option al puberty to

annul the marriage (1981, 32:43).

In one case we fmd that a twelve-year-old girl who bas not yct reached puberty is

manied by her brother to someone. She has no father or wali. The question asked is

9 One must note, however, there is not a complete agreement on the issue ofinheritance. For example, in
the la'fan madbab (the main Sh1'a school ofthought), iftwo Wlderage chlldren are married by their
fathers then they are permitted to inherit frOID each othee ifone ofthem were to pass away (al-l:llUT aI
'Amin 1977, 14:220). This is also true ofthe lJanafi madhbab.
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whether or not such a marriage is valid or not. According to Shifi'1 it is not vaUd since

she has no father and she, being underage herself, is incapable of giving her permission,

in his opinion. One transmitted opinion of Alpnad Ibn I:fanbal agrees witb this.

According to the general accepted ijanhafi fiqh, however, this would he considered a

valid maniage since she did give ber permission (46).

In another case presented to Qi4i al-Wansharlsl, a Milin jurist in the IOlb

century A.H., we fmd that a small orphaned boy is married to a girl by bis in-laws and

othee unrelated people. When be reaches puberty he agrees to the marriage. The

question posed, however, is whetber the marnage is valid or not and what if he did not

know about the maniage. A1-Wanshar1s1 states that regardless of whether he knew

about tbe marriage or not, bis aceeptance of the maniage after reaching puberty does

not validate the marriage. The marriage is eonsidered invalid since the boy was an

orphan and should not have been married by anyone in the f11'St place (al-Wanshar1s1

1981,3:(30).

In summary, there appear ta be three opinions as regards the case of an underage

orphan and the permissibility of marrying bim/her to someone. One opinion, which is

shared by Shifi'1, Milik and one narration of A4mad Ibn I:fanbal, is tbat such a marriage

is invalid. The second opinion, which is sbared by Abü ijanlfah and one narration of

Al}mad is that the maniage is acceptable even if the orphan child does not grant

permission but slhe has the right to choose once slbe has reached puberty. Thirdly, the

most commonly accepted opinion of Al)mad is tbat the orphan can he married so long as

s1he gives permission but if she is a female tben she cannot retraet ber decision once she

grows older (50). Finally, in tbe Shi'a Ja'farl school, the orphan girl cao he married by
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whosoever is her waR, (but it is preferable if it is her older brother, who is considered to

be in a position close to her father) and the maniage is considered vaUd so long as the

girl is at least nine years of age (al-l:Iurr al-'Amifi 1977, 14:2(2). Also, similar to the

ijanafl school, the orphan cbild has the right to chaose once he or sbe bas reached

puberty or attained intellectual matmity (rusbdJ.

It is important to note, however, tbat despite most of the scholars' acceptance of

child marriage and in sorne cases even their encouragement for early maniages, they

were weil aware of the abuses that sucb situations rnight lead to. For example, it was

not uncommon for underage, i.e. prepubescent females to he forced into sexual relations

if IDanied early despite any agreements made prior to the marriage or any understanding

amoog the fuqabi that coosummation sbould ooly occur once a cbild is bi/igh. Whether

the scholars themselves discussed the hypothetical possibilities or whether tbey were

presented with actual cases, the fact remains that tbey only judged the result of the

abuse and did not discuss any measures to prevent it in the flrSt place.

One case, for instance, is mentioned in Ibn Taymiyya's Majmü' Fatiwi, where

he poses a question in regard to a slave boy. Naturally, his status being that of a slave,

he was not master of his own affairs. This case, however, is still very illustrative of child

abuse. The small boy was used as a mu/;lal/il, Le. a hired husband used by sorne people to

circumvent the sharl'a law stipulating tbat if a man divorces his wife irrevocably then

she must flrst marry another man in a proper marriage before she can remarry ber

previous busband. Clearly any temporary and pre-arranged maniage with a "hired"

husband was considered detestable by tbe fuqa/iÏl and any pious moral upright Muslim.

• Wbat made the matter even more offensive, as is mentioned in this case, is tbat oCten
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times small pre-pubescent boys were used for such abhorred purposes. IO The question

asked is whether or not such an individual would he considered a "husband" even though

he had no understanding of sexual intercourse due to his young age. Ibn Taymiyya goes

on to quote a /Jadltb of the Prophet cursing the muiJaJJjJ and expressing his disgust of

such practices, clearly invalidating such marriages (1981, 32: 155). He is emphatic about

the abhorrent nature of such a practice. He makes no mention, however, of the

consequences of abusing the child or the harm that May have been caused to the small

boy.

In another example, the question is brought forth about what must be done in the

case of a ten year old girl who is married to a man by her family. Her family made the

condition that the man lives with them once manied to their daughter and not move to

another place. They also stipulated that the marriage not he consummated UDUI one year

later. No mention is made of the girl's status as pre-pubescent or otherwise. One might

assume that she had not reached puberty, given this latter parental stipulation regarding

consummation of the marriage. As it tums out, the husband took the girl away to his

house aCter all and consummated the marriage. He tben traveled with her to another

place and he beat her very badly, as rePOrted by some midwives. When they retumed

from their journey he refused to allow her family to see her and continued to beat ber.

The question asked was, should she be allowed to stay with hint in these conditions?

Understandably, Ibn Taymiyya's answer is that such a situation cannot continue and the

two must he separated unless the husband ceases from abusing her once and for ail

10 A possible explanatim for this use ofsmail boys may he that the wife or ex-husband did not feel lbat
consummatiœ ofa marriage with a dtild coostituted 'l'eaI" sexual intercourse and therefore regarded this
process as Jess hLDlliüating and made it more palatable.
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(167). No mention is made regarding a possibility to punish the husband. Of course,

once again, the judgement is simple and to the point.

When examining the scholarly opinions surrounding the issue of chiId maniage,

one cannat help but note the lack of acknowledgment of psychologieal factors that may

he involved in potentially abusive situations. As was mentioned previously in the case

of the Ja'fan madhhab, reference is made to fmancial compensation for a girl who bas

heen forced into sexual relations when her body is not yet capable to endure intercomse

(due to lack of proper or full development) and who May suffer from irreparable damage

donc to her reproductive organs. Marriage serving the child's best interests is also taken

into account. The l:Ianafi madbbab (as mentioned above) even considered the option of

pubcrty as being a sufficient safety~net for those children who had been manied to

unsuitable partners, either suffering abuse or some fonn of disbarmony in the

relationship. Tbere was no discussion, however, of the psychologieal damage the chiId

May suffer due to such traumatic experiences, whether they are only physical or

emotional, or bath. From a modem perspective, however, it is difficult to speeulate on

why the mental and emotional welfare of children or individuals in general was not a

greater concem among the scholars and intellectuals of tbat periode

Interestingly, the jurists did discuss topics which one might consider to hold

sorne psychologieal relevance. For instance, the l:Ianafi jwists seem to have debated at

sorne length as to when exactly a female reaches the "period of desire" (Bahadur 1898,

2:104). For instance, sorne said that the age is nine, as is generally accepted to be a

pennitted age of marriage. Others said that a girl of six or seven or even eight years, if

strong and fat, (as also stated prcviously) will have reached the age of desire. AI~
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Sarakhsl states tbat considering tbat 'A'isba is believed to bave been sent to the

Prophet's home at age nine, one may conclude tbat wbenever a female cbild is "capable"

of enduring intercourse, il is acceptable ta many ber. Indeed, be mentions the possibility

of fattening up the child to make her appearance more "healthy" and less fragile (213).

Abü y muf goes so far as to say that depending OD her peers and what is the general

trend, even if she is five years of age, she may possess sexual desire and thus tbere is no

fixed age limit (104).11

Except for a few (e.g. Ibn Shubruma), most of the scholars also seemed to he

more concemed witb the more immediate and materia! benefits a child or its family

would receive from early marriage and less concemed with the emotional and mental

aspects involved in such a practice. Clearly, during the medieval period, the priorities of

families with daughters were different. Although psychology was not an alien subject,

it was nonetheless a remote one, Le. not necessarily at the forefront of daily human

existence and human problems. Concem for honour and family fmancial welfare loomed

much larger in the minds of individuals. For instance, if a girl were to he raped,

contracting a marriage witb the rapist may have been seen as more feasible and

considered more honourable tban simply punishing the offender. AIthough difficult to

imagine today, it is also possible tbat [he stigma of rape was not perceived the same

way as in the modem periode Families worked as wbole units and as 8uch individuals

were often expected ta make sacrifices for others. Often parents fell lhat a daughter was

most safe and secure once she was manied. This would also help reduce their own

Il Sorne modem scholars have postulated that these jwists, dealing with the matter from a plD'ely male
perspective, appear to have been giving the age ofa female, Dot when she begins to experience sexual
desire, but rather when she may begin to hold sorne sexuaI appeal for a male counterpart? Thus, explaining
their frequcnt concem with her appearance.
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burden since daughters were often considered as such. Thus, children were often manied

in order to benefit the family in sorne way, or to help relieve the family of a burden.

Although the family was not insensitive to the difficulties their child might face, it was

understood as a matter of surviva~ and few other alternatives rendered it an acceptable

choice.

As we have shown in this chapter, child maniage served a variety of purposes in

ail cultures and communities. ft was, in fact, a universal practice. The motives were

often sunilar, whether it was in ancient Greece or Rome, medieval Europe, Christian

Byzantine, Jewish culture or the Arab and Islamic world. Family honolU' often depended

on a daughter's chastity and as such females were the most often to he manied at the

eacHest age. Marnage was alsa seen to be the exclusive career for a female, unlike males.

Therefore it may have heen felt that an early marriage was not harmful to her. Nomadic

societies also had much to gain by securing their daughters' futures at an early age

where suitable suitors seemed few and far between. Life seemed uncertain onder harsh

conditions and parents may have often worried about the welfare of their children if

orphaned. In ail these ways, child maniage belped to allay fears and certain potential

problems.

Islam, although considered revolutionary in Many ways, was also a religion for

ail times. In many aspects it bas been interpreted in order to confOnD to particular

costoms and traditions among people of various cultures and backgrounds. In a

community where child marriage was already practiced, the legal discourse that was

fostered therein was unlikely to he negative towards it. The Prophet's own marriage to a

very young 'A 'isha was the perfeet justification to support the already accepted
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practice. Ironically, however, the same concem for a child's welfare that might have led

to his or ber marriage may have also often lcd to his or her maltreatment. The jurists

were not unaware of the potential problems child maniage could bring about. Indeed,

some scholars did sPeak out against the practice precisely because they believed it did

more hann than good. The majority, however, seemed to bave a ditTerent sense of

priorities tban what one might consider today. Thus, one cao only conclude that child

marriage, like most other social institutions, is a product of the times. In the Medieval

context then, child maniage was considered a positive social construct, functioning for

the good ofsociety, with more benefits tban barm.
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Chapter Two: Early Legal Reforms and Cbild Marriage

The reform movt:I11C11ts wbicb bUTSt upon the Muslim worldduriDg tiJe
seveDtt:elJt1J, eigbtet:llt14 andlliDelt:C11th ccDturies exbibit Ibis ComIDOI1

cbarsett:ristic, that tiJey briDg iDto the CCDtre ofal1œtion tlIe socio
moral tr:Cœstrucii{).? ofMuslim society. .. (Rahman 1970, 2B:637)

Child marriage continued to be practiced weil into the twentieth century. ft remained an

accepted custom among Muslim societies untU a number of extemal factors forced

Muslims to question their own customs and traditions. "The criticism ofhistoric Muslim

social institutions (such as child maniage] ... by orientalists and Christian missionaries

[specified] the objectives of social reforms for the Modernist" (Rahman 1970, 2B:643).

The movement to refonn Istamic law and social practices took place on two

fronts. The legislative refonns in Many Muslim nations stemmed mostly from contact

with Western nations and their influence on the ruling bodies. RefonD in personal status

laws, which took place much later, however, was not ooly due to western influences but

aisa motivated by certain intellectuals, scholars and feminist movements that believed

in progress and modernism and felt the need to adapt Muslim Iife to the realities of the

modem world. The Salafiyya movement, initiated by M~ammad 'Abduh, in trying to

fmd solutions to this issue, was dealing with two realities from opposite directions; "on

the one hancL the material and cultural seduction of Muslim intellectual eHtes and ruling

classes by the West; and on the other the modernists' attempt at a systematic renewal of

Muslim society so that il could face, as immediately and effectively as possible, the

• necessities of modem life" (Merad 1978, 4: 158).
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This chapter will fust discuss the status of child marnage during the eighteenth

and nineteenth centwies for a better understanding of the situation prior to and during

the reform periode ft willlater lead into the twentieth century op until the 1970's prior ta

the [ranian Revolution. The codification of Islamic law onder the Ottomans and the

consequent reform legislation that took place will he examined io order to understand

the superficially imposed alterations in the practice of child marriage. The chapter will

more specifically trace the impact of the reforms that occurred in Palestine under

Ottoman rule and later under Israel's occupation. The changes in legislation in Egypt,

Iran and Pakistan will also be discussed in order to demonstrate the impact of legislative

reform on the practice ofchild maniage and to bring us ioto the modem periode

The practice of child marriage did not diminish because of legislative refonn

alone. There was considerable resistance al two levels. Not only did the general

population resist the legal reforms, which put limitations on the age of marriage, but

also the disapproval of the 'Ulami' and the qitfis' own reluctance to implement the new

laws hindered the effectiveness of the new legislation.

Additionally, despite efforts by Muslim jurists, such as MuI)ammad 'Abduh, to

reform Islamic law and bring it ioto sorne semblance of confonnity with the modem

Muslim situation, the method undertaken, namely, a cali for a return to the Qur'in and

Sunna in arder ta develop newer more relevant interpretations only, backftred. The

Sa/afiyya movement, although a progressive concept in its inception in ils desire to

move away from taqDd, or the blind adherence to the various schools of thought, that

was 50 pervasive among Muslims, ooly resulted in a literai reading of the l;1adith

Iiterature and an attempt by Many Muslims to strictly emulate the Islamic society of the
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7th century. ft was not uotil the fust few decades of the twentieth century that child

marnage practice began to dramatically decline due to the overall changes taking place

in Muslim societies everywhere. Increasing education for females, increasing job

opportunities for women outside the home, and greater urbanization in most nations

were some of the Most significant factors contributing ta the decline of marriage for

children.

CbildMlUlillge UDdcr Ottoman Rule

Child maniage remained an accepted norm under Ottoman rule op uotil the beginning of

the twentieth century when refonn in personal status law fmally took place. Dwing the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, there was little alteration in the perception most

muftis had of the practice of child marriage since earlier medieval times. "Many girls

were manied before puberty and almost aIl to men much aider than themselves"

(Goodwin 1997, 145).

Child marriages were not limited to any particular c1ass but occurred among the

nobles as weil as the lower classes. In fact, one might even say that often, the nobility

had an even greater preference for such maniages considering that it allowed for more

control of familial and political relationships as weil as the fact that they generally had

more to protect in terros of property and influence. An example in point is the case of

Fatma Sultan, the daughter of Ahmet III. She "was married to his Grand Vezie, Ibrahim

Pasha, when she was thirteen and he was flfty-one. He was executed ta save him from

the mob when he was sixty-three and she was twenty-four and devoted ta him. At the
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age of five sbe bad been manied to ber fllSt Grand Vezie, who died when sbe was nine.

After Ibrahim Pasha she did not marry again and died at the age oftwenty-nine
n

(145).

In Nablus records from the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries as weil, there is

an indication that the "upper and more aftluent middle classes of the city were the most

likely to arrange early marriagesn (Tucker 1991, 237-8). Sîmilarly, although one cannot

be sure whether a discrepancy in the age of the bride and groom was the rule or an

occasional aspect among Nablus saçiety, there is clear indication that it was considered

acceptable just as among other areas under Ottoman rule (238).

In her book ln the Bouse ofthe Law, Judith Tucker discusses the approach of a

few different muftis and the various fatwlIS they issued. The two we will he mentioning

were: Hamid b. 'Afi al-'Imidi, a muftlin eighteentb century Damascus and Khayr al

Din al-Ramfi, a muftJin Ramla in the seventeenth century. Tucker points out that "the

jurists took their charge to proteet the fatherless child seriously, and their defense of the

rights of orphails figured among the most impassioned of their opinions" (1998,48).

Their concept of what constituted the best methods to safeguard the best interests of the

child, interestingly enougb, included early maniage. "The guardian of an orpban had,

according to al-' Imadi [sic], a responsibility to arrange a marnage for bis charge even

before the child reached puberty .... Indeed, [he] took the position that should a wali

balk at what appeared to be a sound offer of maniage made to his minor charge, the qadi

Oudge) should step in to oversee the maniage arrangements"(41).

However contradictory this outlook May seem to most today, the muftis did

show concem for the welfare of the child. For instance, although they agreed that "the

law a1lowed the father of a minor girl to marcy ber off to whomever he pleased, and thus
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ovenide the demands of kaf8'a, but on this matter even the father's judgement might be

questiooed. Khayr al-Din argued that if a father known for his 'poor judgment and his

inability ta see the consequences [of his actions]' manied his daughter ta an unsuitable

person, the qadi [sic] might step in and proclaim the maniage legally defective" (42).

Thus, it was, in the jurists' view, that a father was oot pennitted ta exercise his power

over his daughter in an entirely arbitrary and despotic manner (42). Although a father, as

waD might exercise control over his child's person and property, his guardianship was

considered a position of trust and responsibility. "If the interests of minor children were

not being weil served by their father, it was op to the court ta protect those interests"

(138). According ta Tucker, parenting in Ottoman Syria and Palestine was constructed

with careful consideration of the welfare of the child. "The jurists chose to champion the

welfare of the child at the risk of weakening the claims of kin. Children were not just

family property ... If their relatives failed to honor [their] rights, the muftiS authorized

the courts ta step in and make other arrangements" (145).

Il is important to note that the perception of childhood in general was

significantly different from more modem notions. This is the only way one cao account

for the genuine concem that did exist among authorities regarding child welfare and the

simultaneous permissibiIity of the practice of child marriage. For example, childhood

was not necessarily defmed by nomber of years. "Iodeed, numerical age was rarely

mentioned at ail in legal discussion or court sessions . . . Rather the ages of the child

were based on an appreciation of developments in a child's physical and mental states

and capacities as he or she grew. Generally, it was the jurists' sense of the age of a child

in these teems, rather tban knowledge of age in years ..." (116). This is important in
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order to comprehend why child marriage was not considered problematic but rathee

beneficial in 50 many ways. If the boy was a muribiq, one capable of having sexual

intercourse with a female of his age and who desires sexual intercourse and the girl was

considered physically ready for intercourse as weil, the marriage could he consummated

despite their status as minors (118).

At least in Hanafi jwisprudence the onset of puberty did not necessarily usher in
an age of full independence. A boy or girl might, for example, reacb puberty but
still he subject to tutelage (damm) [sic] of a parent or other relation. This
concept of formaI tutelage recognized the fact that a child might reach pbysical
maturity without necessarily having acquired the maturity of rnind essential to
full participation in the community as an adult. (119)

It seems, then that a child's sexual development was dealt witb separately from his or

ber mental development. Tbus, a boy was considered ready to leave the care of bis

mother or hi{1ina wben he could care for bis own basic needs; a girl usually left tbat

stage wben sbe was ready for marnage, tbat is, she became mushtabah, desirable in a

sexual sense. "Her exit from early childhood was defmed by her readiness for the role of

wife, not by ber ability to manage on ber own without ber mother" (118).

Altbough a boy was considered, by the mufli, to develop sexual desire at the

age of ten, "[tJhis did not mean, of course, tbat prepubescent boys were married off as a

cule; on tbe contrary, the maniage contracts registered in the Islamic courts rarely

record a minor groom" (155). As rucker points out, what is fascinating, however, is tbat

"the muftis did not assess female readiness for sexual intercourse in Iight of a girl's

desire or active abilities, but rather asked whether or not she could 'support intercourse' .

. . Indeed, a girl's readiness was decided eotirely on the basis of ber impact on male

desire, oot on her own experience of desire. Sometimes the issue was clear, as in tbe
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case of a six-year-old girl who was deemed too young to he an 'object of desire.' ... The

judge can ascertain her readiness simply by looking at her, because it is his desire, not

hers, that detennines her readiness for sexual activity" (155-6). Even if he turned over

the decision ta women to inspect the female child more closely, their own criteria would

he based on the male perspective.

As pointed out in the previous chapter, al-Sarakhsl did deIve into tbe matter of

femaie desire and tbe eacHest possible ages during whicb it might occur. However, aside

from the fact tbat those speculations were hacdly realistic, which is a further indication

tbat "the muftis [sic] viewed sexual desire from a distinctly male vantage point" (151),

female desire still remained much Jess than a central concem. "The muftis did not

[necessariJy] deny the existence of female desire. [But] they discussed desire entirely in

male teems. The awakening of desire in boys found its parallel in girls in the process of

becoming desirable"(156). If one considers this from the perspective of protecting

female chastity and concem for family honour, one might understand the rationale

behind judging whether a girl is ready for maniage by her sexual appeal to the opposite

sex.

The following case which Tucker presents from Khayr al-Din al-Ramli's Kitih

aJ-fatiwi al-kubri li Dar al-biriyya (1856-7) demonstrates the kind of bias mentioned

above that often steered the muJll towacds such a judgement:

Question: If a husband wants to consummate a marriage with his minor wife,
saying that she can endure intercourse, and her father says she is not ready yet,
what is the legal ruling?
Answer: If she is plump and buxom and ready for men, and the stipulated mahr
has been received promptly, the father is compelled to give ber to her husband,
according to the soundest teaching. The qadi [sic] examines wbether she is
[readyJby [asking] whomever raised her and by ber appearance; and if she is
suitable for men, he orders ber father to give her ta her husband or not. And if
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there are none who raised her, he requests a consultation from women. And if
they say that she is ready for men and can endure intercourse, he [the qitfiJ
instructs the father to give her to her husband. If they say she is not ready., then
he does not 50 ÏDStruct the father. And God knows best. (148)

The female's own desires and even ber indication that she has an active distaste for sex.,

are not a part of the deliherations. Indeed, ber own father bas Uttle say as ber

representative once he has contracted the marnage for his daughter and the matter is

simply left up to the judge and the husband.

Jennings, in his work on the Shaii'a Court of Anatolian Kayseri in Womcn in

Early /1b CcntUJy Ottoman JudiciaJ Records, points out that "girls who [were] not of

age [could] he married witbout their consent by their fathers or guardians, but minors

seem to have remained with their parents uotil they came of age, and there was no

consommation before that. [Theo] when both parties came of age each had the right to

decline to consummate the maniage and 50 to he left to he free to marry someone

else"(Jennings 1975, 18:79-80). Not withstanding the possibility that matters

pertaining to minors were conducted differently in various parts of the Empire, Jennings

cannot overlook the possibiIity tbat despite kbiyir a/-buJügb, minors were left in a

vulnerable state. Tbus, it was not impossible tbat a marriage would be consummated

before the child was physically or even more importantly., mentally ready and willing to

endure it. For example, in Khayr al-Din's Kitib a/-Fatiwi aJ-kbayriyya li-Dar a/-

bariyya (1858), Motzki cites twelve cases out of fifty-six "in which a wife was handed

over to the husband and the marriage was consummated prior to the occurrence of ber

fllSt menstrual period. One text specifies that the wife was about nme years old al the
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moment when ber marriage was consummated" (1996, 137-138). For boys, ooly one

instance is reported (138).

Although Tucker claims that no instances of faskIJ, or annulment as a coming-of-

age cboice were uncovered in the Damascus, Jerusalem and Nablus courts' records of

tbe seventeenth and eighteeoth centwies,12 Jennings does bring forth sorne cases found

in the seventeenth century Kayseri court records. Here are two examples:

Ay~ bint Mustafa Bap: 1 have come of age (ba/iga vc ski/a). 1 will Dot accept
the maniage (nikaIJ) that my oncle ( 'amm) Mahmud bas arranged. 1 terminate it
(fcsh). 1 make Emir Ali bo Hamdi my veldl for everything. Ali accepts. [2041-2;
12 Cumadi 1 1027]. (77)

One case is an example of the eodorsement of an arranged marriage at tbe comïng..of-

age:

Fatma bint Mustafa bas as veldl for the matter Oda Bqi Musa Beg bo Abdullah,
who acknowledges (ikral) in the preseoce of Ibrahim bo Ali: The
aforementioned Fatm~ who has made me ber veldl, was married (nikah) to
Ibrahim when she was two years old by her father Mustafa bo Ahmed. Now she
is more than fifteen years old and she accepts the marriage that ber father
arranged. Ibrahim confmns tbis. [20 159-2; 13 Rabi 1 1028]. (78)

It is not unrealistic to assume that child marriage was variably viewed in

different regions of the Islamic world. In Anatolia, as opposed to Syria and Palestine, it

appears that the muffil. bad a slightly more liberal idea of wheo a child might he

considered ready for marriage. For example, the chief Ottoman mufll during the

sixteenth century, Ebussuud Efendi, like most otber mufti, considered males and

12 Tucker mentions that this rnay have been due to the faet that few miner maniages were arranged by
people other than the girl's father or grandfathCl'. ~'Moreover, we may assume th.t there was considerable
social pressure on a young woman not to reject a marriage arranged by her family, to say nothing ofthe faet
that the marnage she sought to reject would have been one she had a1ready been ... accommodating for
some rime" (Tucker 1998. 116).
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females to he "of age" if their majority could be conÎrrmed by signs of physical mattnity

(Pierce 1997, 173). However, one had to be at least twelve years of age. In this way he

differed from the other scholars who usually made nine the lower age limit for ba/igha.

He also differed in that, he, following Imam Abu l:Ian1fa's opinion, considered that in

the absence of signs, females came of age al seventeen and males at eighteen (173).

Most Islamic jurists, following the opinions of Abu y üsuf and Sbaybinl on the other

hand, considered fifteen to be the upper limit of physical maturity for both males and

females.

There are several factors that might explain a guardian's desire to marry his ward

off at an early age. As mentioned above, historically the wish to proteet the daughter's

chastity, i.e. ber virginity and tbus the family's honour was a significant inducement to

marry ber off early. Other times, consideration for ber fmancial welfare in case the

father was approaching death or was too ill to support bis child. Motzki points out

several more factors lhat served as incentives for early marriage in seventeenth century

Palestine, which are extracted from the rcsponsalîterature, or fatiwi. "In many of the

questions, fmancial factors played an important role" (1996, 138). The mabr was paid

upon the concluding of the marriage contract. According to Islamic law the guardian is

obliged to hold it in trust for the girl untU she cornes of age and cao manage her own

property.

"The fatwas show, however, tbat fathers and guardians often used the money for

other purposes, for example, for their own consumption, to pay off a debt, to enable a

son to marry, or for the girl's maintenance, education, and wedding. Only the last use

was justified according to the view of MOSt Hanatis, including Khayr al-Din" (138).
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Overall it appears tbat the main purposes of a father or guardian contracting his ward or

child in an early marriage was an attempt to rid himself of the burden of tbe girl's

maintenance, usually due ta fmanciaUy straitened circumstancëS (138). 13 Often the

father would insist on being compensated by the husband for supporting his daughter

ODtil she was ready to live with her husband. Although the ijanafi madhhab only

requires the husband to "maintain" his wife if he is getting some "enjoyment" from her,

the Shifi 'is make him responsible even before the consummation of the maniage and

thus if the father of the manied daughter inctu'S any expenses on behalf of the daughter,

the husband must consider them a debt he must pay off (Sonbal 1996, 242). One can see

clearly why early maniage would appear advantageous to the guardian or father of the

female child.

Aside from the fact that child maniages bad a high percentage of failme (139),

Le. ending in divorce, the medical risks it posed were not unknown either. This may

explain why although "the advantages of a minor bride were formally acknowledged by

ail, but the actnal practice was not that widespread" (Tucker 1988, 13:173). The risks to

mother and child proved especially high when women married early and the adolescent

bodies were ill equipped to handle the physical strain (Marcos 1989, 256). In one of the

cases cited by rucker from the Nablus court records, "Ruqiyyah, the daughter of the

middle-c1ass sayyid Musa al-Fakhuri, was married off as a minor by her father in

1264/1847-48. Within four years, she was dead, leaving behind an infant daughter in

addition to ber husband and father" (173).

13 This is the foremost reason today why child marriages, although rare, are still conduded in the Muslim
world. See Chapter Three for a more in depth discussion.
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The eighteenth and nineteenth centwies showed few alterations in the

perception of the scholars and jurists towards child maniage since medieval times. Just

as there was hardly any attention given to the sexual desires or lack thereof of the

female youth, 50 too was the case regarding her mental state when maniage was

imposed upon ber. ft appears that the jwists' attention was clearly and almost solely

directed towards the physical hann that could befall a chiId due to an early age

marriage. Thus, physical barm was duly compensated for through a suitable punishment

for the perpetrator. For instance, as the case in Chapter One illustrated, where the child

bride who suffered physical damage from the premature consummation of her maniage

was compensated with a diya by the husband for the damage done.

Amira Sonbal also explains the manner in which sexual crimes or injustices were

perceived by the authorities in Ottoman Egypt. For instance, the 'rape' of an individual

was practically equated with "a sense of personal proprietary rigbt. Not withstanding

how dishonorable or psychologically harmful rape may have been, it was not toat

[emphasis mine] which was paramount in the mind of the court as mucb as bow the

victim was ta be compensated for the harm that had befallen herlhim. A tfiya had to be

paid ..." (1997, 221) just as for the loss of any other body part or injury. Similarly,

although people did take note of the physical consequences of early marriage, i.e. infant

and maternai mortality and often a higher divorce rate, the psychological aspects

continued to he ignored altogether.
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Ollomm Coditiclllion ofIslllBJic LawIIDd Reform Legislation

The graduaI realization that chiid marriage had less than successful results was indeed a

factor in curtailing the practice. Eventual changes in legislation near the end of

Ottoman rule, however, aIso helped to discourage the custom throughout Many Middle

Eastern countnes. Unlike the refonn in commercial, penal and land laws, family law

remained untouched until 1915.

One should not discount the internai dynamic of refonn (i~/iJJ) and renewal

(tajdid) that exists within Islam itself. Historically the case of refonn under Ottoman

rule in the nineteenth century, however, may he seen ta have begun with the impact of

commercial relations with western nations. "The European states which forcefully

opened foreign countnes to trade . . . or gained influence in the internai administration

of a country because of its chaotic fmancial conditions, as in the Ottoman Empire,

pressed for a legal order more in keeping with their own concepts. Thos the Ottoman

Empire began to modemize and codify its laws in the middle of the nineteentb century"

(Liebesny 1975, 53-4). The desire ta modernize the country's institutions according to

the European pattern led to tbis era of refo~ otherwise known as the TllJl?Ù11it.

Before the Imperial Decree of 1839, proclaimed by Hatt-i Shem ofGulhane,

there existed two different fonns of codification in the Ottoman Empire; the collection

of fatiwi and that of the laws (Mardin 1955, 282). Originally codification started onder

Sulaymin II (1520-1566) by the Shaykh al-Islim, Imidi Mehmet Ebussuud Efendi, the

most eminent jurist of the time who collected the best known qiniDnirnc of Sulaymin.

He brought together some laws from the shari~a and otbers from local and TlU'kish

customs (282-3). Tbe legal system as it existed then, allowed for the sharJ'a to govem
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private law or roles of civil law (except in the area of agricultural) taken from fiqb .

Rules of fiqh a1so applied to penal law. Public law was govemed by the qinÜ11 (279).

Until the Decree of Refonn the Ottomans had maintained a rather unified judicial

system that applied both the sban~8, where personal status law was concemed and the

qinÜ11 in most other areas.

The TanPmit, however, marked the fICSt split between religion and the state

(Berkes 1978, 4: 168). Although it did further involve the religious institution in politics,

there began a trend to laicize the institutions that were traditionally onder the control of

the religious institution (168). "As part of the legal refonn movement in the Ottoman

Empire, certain comprehensive foreign statutes were selected and taken ovec, usually

only with minor changes. At the time the Ottoman Empire embarked on tbis process,

comprehensive legal codification had already been in progress in Europe for sorne time"

(Liebesny 1975,52).

Another factor that made the adoption of European law so easy was that the

Europeans who lived in those countries onder Ottoman rule, did so in accordance with

tbeir own laws. Once the privileged European legal position was abolished, it was done

presupposing "tbat legal conditions in the country confonned to certain principles which

to the European way of tbinking were fondamental ...."(54). The need of the country

itself to modemize and facilitate the contacts witb modem culture and economics was

another significant reason for the introduction of European law (54). Alongside tbis was

the desire ta strengthen the central govemment through codification of the laws (Mardin

1955, 284). Most of the codes, such as those concemed with commercial law and

• criminal law, were based upon Western legal principles. Tbe three important codes
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where Western legal principles had very Uttle if any part at aU in were the MajalJl4 or

the Ottoman Civil Code, the Ottoman Land Law of 1858 and the Family Law of 1917

(Liebesny 1975, 64).

The choice to translate and adopt the French civil code was rejected and the

Ottoman CounciI of Ministers decided instead to commission a work based on fiqh

(Heywood 1991, 6: 971). The Maja/la "was the fICSt attempt to codify in modern fonn,

cules of Islamic law" (Liebesny 1975, 66). In 1846 the Grand Vizier requested the

designation of a scholar weIl versed in principles of sharl~a but able to understand the

needs of modem times (285). Jewdet Pasha, as chair of the Committee of Justice, led the

mission to codify the Islamic principles, which had served as the civil law of the

Ottoman Empire. The Maja/la was Islamic in content but ElU'opean in form. Although it

was "derived from the l:Ianafi school of law, which enjoyed official status in the

Ottoman Empire, [it] did not always incorporate the dominant opinions of that school.

Rather, of ail the opinions ever advanced by ijanati jurists, the code incorporated those

deemed most suited to the conditions of the times, in accordance with the principle of

ta1dJayyuT' (Heywood 1991, 6: 971).

Still, however, the MajalJa's real weakness lay in its rigjdity. "Althougb ils

compilees tried to codify principles that would fit the needs of the people [in rapidly

changing times], their sources were limited"(Onar 1955, 307). They restricted

themselves to the IJanafi madhhab alone. In practical applicatio~ however, the Majalla

did achieve a position as an authoritative codification similar to that of a continental

European code (Liebesny 1975, 65).
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The Majallawas appüed in the ~imjyy8, or secular coW1s as weB as the shan'a

courts. By 1879, however, the Ottoman govemment replaced the procedural provisions

of the Maja/la with a Code of Civil Procedure, based on French law (Heywood 1991, 6:

972). None of the refonns had extended to family Iaw which was still appIied by the

qat:fts in the shar1'a courts. Once the Youog Turks seized power, "the insufficiency of

the MajalJa as a civil code and the need for fW1her secular legislation in the area of

family law had been recognized" (Eisenman 1978, 34-5). Thus, in 1917 the Ottoman

Law of Family Rights came ioto effect. It was "a complete and highly systematic

codification of the two central areas of Personal status, marnage and divorce" (37).

Talflq, i.e. the combining of doctrines from more than one school in one subject matter,

although excessively disliked in Islamic fiqb, was used in order to update the Islamic

law to make it more in keeping with modem needs (36). Also employed was ''what

Scbacht characterized 'an unrestrained eclecticism' in combining not only the opinions

of the four schools, but going back into the past to adopt any opinion from any time

whatsoever that might suit the purposes of the modem legislator" (37).

In the matter of child marnage, restrictions through limitations on age were

effected. Age of competence for maniage for a boy was 18 and for a gir~ age 17.

Marnage below these ages was still permissible, however, provided there was proof of

sexual maturity. Minimum ages for maniage were raised from nine to between thirteen

and sixteen for a girl and from twelve to fifteen or sixteen for a boy. Following the

Shifi'1 opinion, parents were forbidden to take money or goods in consideration for

having given a girl in maniage (41). However, "in an attempt not to ÏDterfere directly

• ioto sharl'a itself, maniages performed in contravention of the law and remaining
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unregistered were not considered bi/il (invalid), but only ~id (i.e. irregular or voidable

but carrying legal effects" (38). An amendment was also passed to the Penal Code

calling for husbands, judges, and other participants who arranged any marriages in

contravention of the regulations to he imprisoned for six months (37). The Explanatory

Memorandum discusses the need to curb premature marriage, considering il an evil

contributing ta the deterioration of the Islamic nation (fn.26: 39).

Egypt, although still nominally a part of the Ottoman Empire did not follow its

path of legal refonn but went even further in WestemizatioD and secularization by

fonning new codes taken mostly from the French Civil Code (Liebesny 1975, 71).

However, "Syria, Lebanon, Trans-Jord~ Palestine and Iraq were ail govemed by

Ottoman laws until they came under British and French mandatory control" (89). In

fact, the Maja/la remained in effect in most other Arab nations even longer than il did in

modem Turkey. By 1924 the govemment of Kemal Attaturk decided "to abolish sbarl'a

law even in persona! status matters and to put Turkish law on a completely secularized

and Westernized basis" (78). Civil Law was thereafter based on the Swiss Civil Code.

Interestingly enougb, however, once legislative reforms took place and Western

type laws were introdueed, we begin seeing where the law and social practice diverge.

For example, due to the realization that few people complied with the age requirement,

the minimum age for marriage put forth by the Family Law of 1926 was reduced from

eighteen, for boys and seventeen for girls to seventeen and fifteen respectively (White

1978, 55). Although civil registration for marriage was made mandatory, there was

much resistance to it, particularly in rural communities. Objections were made to the

requirement of medical examinations to determine the bride's age, as they were
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considered to violate the modesty of the bride (55). Difficulty of securing documents for

proof of age and identity were also an obstacle to implementing the new laws. Most

importantly, the civil maniage and registration were not uconsidered as important to the

legitimacy of the union as the signing of a traditional maniage contract" (56).14 In urban

areas, however, where female education increased dramatically and women entering the

workforce allowed them more options, early marriages increasingly became a remote

problem.

Another example where practice did not immediately confonD to the reform

legislation, is in Palestine. Under the British, Many laws were left in tact so long as they

did Dot hinder British rule.

The same conservative approach that characterized the British attitude towards
customary and religious practices in [India and Nigeria] characterized their
attitude towards the eustomary or Islamic aspect of the Ottoman legacy in
Palestine. Simply stated, the poliey was: where there was a local eustom or
traditional practice not detrimental to the needs of public order and good
administration, it was to be left as far as possible Wldisturbed. (Eisenman 1978,
6)

Beyond Ottoman law, however, criminal sanctions were put in place in the

Criminal Code Ordinance of 1936 and Personal Status, for the consummation of a minor

marriage. (Eisenman 1978,104). However, no cases of actual prosecutions for such an

offense were discovered (104). "The British had previously used tbis technique in India

in 1860, 1891 and 1925 by the fIXing of a blanket age of 'consent' both in and out of

14 This still holds very true in ail Muslim commWlities today where two types ofmarriage exist; civil and
traditional.
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maniage (more in the style of statutory rape), beneath which sex-relations were

punishable by criminal sanctions. In 1929 tbis emphasis was changed to 'conclusion' of

the maniage bon~ rather than 'consumption'''(fn.67:104).

By 1950, the Israelis though creatiog more strict legislation to curtail the

practice of early marriage, had little success at the practical level. They moved the

minimum age of both sexes to seventeen, (the British having used fifteen previously)

and granted no permission whatsoever for contracts of marriage Wlder tbat age, "not

even, as with the British and Ottomans, by virtue of sexual maturity or with the

permission of a qualified physician" (172). The only instances where these rules were

less restrictive were in the case of a female who was already pregnant or who had

already given birth. This was "perhaps the fICSt clear usurpation by the Civil Courts of a

power formerly exercised by the Religious Courts, particularly the Sbarl's Courts; and

in effect an interference ioto the prerogatives of the qa.dis" (172). The latter showed

their obvious displeasure by aImost completely ignoring the provisions of the Age of

Maniage Law of 1950, and conducting themselves in accordance with the Ottoman Law

of Family Rights and l:Ianafl fiqb as it previously stood (172).

By 1960 the ban was softened owing to continued pressure from Muslims. If a

good defense was brought forth a girl over sixteen could he married with the qitfis

permission. "For the qitfis, sexual maturity, which in almost ail cases was determined on

the basis of the onset ofmenstruation WIS the only real precondition for marriage" (173

4). In the fICSt years after the passage of the Age of Maniagc Law there were hundreds

of offenses in the Sbarl'a Courts -not to mention those that were never mentioned.

Some ten years later, a census taken indicates that 42.7% of ail Muslims married before
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the age of 17. Yet, these were ooly those maniages that had been registered officially

(174-5). Common problems were, the overstating of age, erroneous documents and the

qaifis' laxity in dealing with the cases and basing matters on physical appearance alone

(as was done in previous centuries). UThe main way to circumvent the provision of the

new law was simply to ignore them, and either not to regjster the marriage at ail or to

cohabit as long as the prompt dower was paid uotil such time as the participants came of

age" (176). There was Uttle attempt to follow-up any violations.

The validity of such marriages was oever called into question. At the most,

small rmes were the penalties anyooe ever incurred. When retroactive confmnations

were granted in cases contravening the law, the qi{lis never raised the question of

criminality to the participants nor to the Civil Authorities (177). Even after the 1960

Amendment in Civil Cowts, people still did not avail themselves of retroactive

coormnatioo, (even in cases where they had children which would have made the matter

very simple] instead tbey preferred to settle matters within the Shar7'a Courts.(l77)

When decreases in minor marriages did occur (a continuing trend since the Mandate), it

was in actuality a result of changing cultural patterns and economic forces rather than

IsraeH legislation (177).

Legislative Reforms iD Otber Muslim Nlltions

"Child marnage is a great evil, but it is based upon the highest authority in the Moslem

world, namely the practice of the Prophet himself' (Zwemer 1915, 97). Such statements

made by missionaries and orientalists ooly provoked Muslims in one of two directions,

eitber to defend their faith (thus the increasing amount of aPOlogetic works) or to he
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made uncomfortable and conscience-stricken with Islamic traditions and tbeir heritage

and therefore push for greater Westemization and secularization. Thus we fmd that

reformers often belonged to one of tbese two categories. Orientalists and missionaries

who traveled in Muslim countries attacked the practice of child maniage as an

uncivilized and immoral custom rooted in Islamic culture.

Child marriage is a defiance of the laws of Nature, and its evils are multifonn
and deplorable. As Dr. Dennis states: "It is physically injurious, mentally
weakening; destructive of family dignity; productive of enfeebled offspring;
provokes the corse ofpoverty, and tends to rapid over-population. (98)

Their negative presentation of cbild marriage made it ail the more difficult to view the

advantages of tbis custom. Zwemer, a missionary traveling in the Middle East during

the early twentietb century, reported:

In Persia girls are often manied when they are mere children. Dr. Wishard
WTÏtes: 'Every doctor in Persia who bas had much experience could tell most
dreadful and harrowing stories of the suffering these early marriages have
caused. 1 have seen children brought to the hospital the very mention of whose
husband's names would cause outbursts of shrieks, lest tbey might be compelled
to return to them. ft is needless for me to state here that this early maniage 00

the part of girls means a weakened race. Many of these childreo are manied,
ofteo at the age of twelve, to men old eoough to he their grandfathers, and tbis
means a large number ofwidows'. (99)

Tbe reports, though seemingly offensive to Muslims were not exaggerations, however.

Indeed, one need only visit those parts of the world where it is still practiced to see the

severe consequences of child marriage. Many Muslims, however, felt such commentary

to be direct attacks on tbeir traditional way of life, while athers, sucb as MulJammad

'Abduh and Ameer Ali, only saw the truth in such statements and understood the need to

improve the situation within Muslim society, yet within the bounds of Islamic lawand

tradition.
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Betb Baron coDÎums the missionary report in her article "The Making and

Breaking of Marital Bonds in Modem Egypt". She states, "by the early nineteen

hundreds ... [child marriage] unions were viewed by Many as dangerous and were

blamed for a range of psychological and physiological problems. Malak Hifni observed

that Many girls who married at a young age developed 'diseases of the nerves (hysteria).'

Doctors also documented medical consequences of early maniage, showing difficult and

fatal deliveries"(1992, 281). As a result of tbis increased awareness, reformers tried to

prevent these maniages, often by appealing to religious autborities in Egypt. Zwemer

again reports:

Not Many months ago a would-be reformer in Alexandria stirred the whole world
of intelligent Egypt by requesting the government to raise the marriageable age
of girls from twelve to sixteen. A Bill was actually drafted to tbis effect, wheo
the inevitable fctwa of the Ulama made it clear that this was going against the
law of Islam, and those that supported it would he enemies to Islam. The reform
was dropped like a hot cinder. (1915,99)

The Coptic Patriarch, 00 tbe other band, supported the move to put a stop to child

marriages and refused to issue a marital license before a girl reached the age of sixteen

and a boy the age of twenty (Baron 1992, 281).

What made the matter so ditlicult was that MusIim authorities could fmd no

bases in Islamic law to justify the establishment of minimum age limits. The Sunna of

the Prophet stood as a large obstacle in their path towards refonn. Legislators and

administrators attempted to use various tactics. For instance, "a Muslim deputy

introduced a bill ioto the legislative assembly in 1914 that attempted to fa the marciage

age at sixteen, but it was defeated. A few years later administratol'S amended the penal

• code to treat consommation of maniage with a child under twelve as rape, though the
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marriage itself was considered valid" (281). Finally in 1923, the Egyptian Code of

Organization and Procedure for Shari'a CoW1s required that aIl marriages had to he

registered in order to mue legal claims. The Courts were ordered Dot to listen to claims

of maniage if the bride was onder sixteen and/or the groom was under eighteen at the

time the marriage was cootracted (281). AdditionalIy, officiaIs were Dot pennitted to

conclude or register a marriage contract betweeo a couple who hadn't reached these

ages. The marriage itself was Dot rendered void by such regulations. It was ooly

discouraged.

It was intellectuals such as M~ammad 'Abduh, however, who Pfomoted a

rethinking of the strict adherence Muslims had to the opinions of the earlier fuqabi~

Firstly, 'Abduh helieved that alllegal decisions should depend on the principle of jalb al

m81i1iJJ (promoting public good), and dar'u al-mafisid wa izi/alma (eliminating evil)

(Taizir 1994, 47). Secoodly, he asserted that "Muslims ... have to realize that the

eartier mujtihid were ordinary people and their opinions were not always valid; while

the undertaking of ijtihid is oever free of problems, taqBd, which is its exact opposite,

negates rational thought itself. Muslims, 'Abduh held, should go back to the original

sources, Le. aJ-Qur'in and the IfadItb; true submission is solely to God, ... not to the

opinions of the previous fuqabi" (49). The ensuing problem whenever such "an

invitation is given to Muslims to go back to the Sunna of the Propbet, ris that] in actual

terms it is an invitation to accept the fonnulations of the early generations of Muslims"

(Rahman 1970, 28:636). Irooically then, the calI for reformation and a move away from

taqRd was offset by an even greater rigidity in strict adherence to the SlH1Da. Child

• marriage could Dot he eradicated 50 easily. Although il May have been argued tbat the
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opinions of the earHer scholars need not necessarily he adhered to, the Sunna itself, i.e.

the /Jadith literatlU'e which reported the Prophet's own marnage to 'A'isha as a child

bride, was sufficient to preserve the permissibility of child maniage in general.

The Egyptian Feminists' Union, who had originally pushed for the minimum age

law on maniage, had also demanded that girl's education he extended to secondary

school. "Huda Sha'rawi, who had been married at the age of thirteen, called early

marriage 'the fICSt obstacle to the development of the young woman'" (Badran 1995,

127). Despite the initial sense of victory when the minimum age law was passed, "the

gain proved to he more illusory than it fICSt appeared and demonstrated the limitations

of legal refonn" (128). The law was Dot implemented as it should have been. Thus, its

effectiveness was lost. The feminists objected to the lack of implementation. "AI

Misriyab in 1938 published an angry article entitled 'The Marriage of Girls under Age is

White Slave Trade,' protesting forced marriages of young girls to old men" (128). The

EFU proposed that prospective brides he required to show certificates of birth with

photographs and the government should make it a criminal offense for the ma'dhUD,

registrar issuing marriage licenses, to authorize maniages of minors. Instead, however,

the law was not only ignored but twice in the Chambers of Deputies in 1937 there were

proposais to abolish the minimum marriage age law eDtirely. Thus it was that "the law

was neither dropped Dor effectively applied" (128).

Qasim Amin, a follower and friend of Mw,ammad 'Abduh, noted in his book "al

Mar'a al-Jadida", or The New Woman, that the average age at maniage in 1900 was

generaUy between tweDty and thirty, whereas previously it used to he before or at

maturity (AmIn 1900, 98). Early marriages declined dramatically by the beginning of
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the twentieth century. Again, however, we fmd that the reduction in child marriages

was due mainly to external factors rather than changes in regulation alone. "Many young

men, particularly professionals of the new middle-classes postponed marnage uotil they

had earned degrees, found employment and saved money, and Many now wanted

educated wives" (Baron 1992, 282). Young women entered new state and private

schools in growing numbers -- postponing marnage until they fmished. uInfluenced by a

combination of Medical, economic, and educational considerations, women and men in

the early nineteen hundreds were marrying at later ages" (282). Thus, despite the

relative ineffectiveness of new legislation discouraging child marriage, the custom was

on its way out. Through progressive trends in society the practice of child maniage

gradually abated among most Middle Eastern nations.

Similarly in Iran, it was not legislation itself which diminished child maniage

but more sa certain social and economic factors. Vnder the Pahlavi regime (1925-1979)

!ran's legal codes were greatly influenced by European ones. In mattees of personal

status, however, the Iranian Civil Code essentially contained a simplification and

codification of Ithna 'Asharl law ( Mir-Hosseini 1993, 24). Vnder the Pahlavi's, the

Iranian legislature increased the marriage age for males and females to fifteen and

eighteen in 1967 onder the Family Protection Law, and then later in 1975 to twenty and

eighteen, respectively.

Much like in the case of Egypt and Turkey, ail marriage contracts were required

to be registered. "These changes, however, left Many religious families at odds with the

law, particularly those parents who were eager to arrange a maniage for their children as

quickly as possible" (Haeri 1989, 86). The Family Protection Law was also opposed by
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various factions of the clergy who denounced it as a violation of the sacred principles of

the sharl'a (Mir-Hosseini 1993, 24). Families who opposed it were able to circumvent

the legal age restriction" however, by perforrning sigheh aqi'i, or religious marriage.

Sighch, thougb usually meaning "temporary marriage", in this case is only implicative

of a marnage that is lcss than perfectly proper (Haeri 1989, 86). Literally sigbeh aqi'i

means sigheh allowed by the Master. Il was usually done when one or bath partners to a

marriage contract were under age. Because the registration of sigheh marriages was not

as strictly enforced as tbat of permanent maniages, families would often use this to their

advantage when desirous of manying their young children. For ail practical purposes the

couple was considered husband and wife, but as the marriage was not registerOO, from a

legal perspective the couple were considered unmanied. Once the child or children had

come of age the maniage was properly registered (86).

"Sigheh aqa'i is apparently a resPOnse to a conflict between the civil law's

requirements for a girl's minimum age of fllSt marriage and the p!ecepts of the shari""

(86). Child maniage became more and more uncommon among most of Irani8D society,

particularly in urban areas. However, tribal and rural areas still held fast to their deep-

rootOO custoros. Yet due to the greater education of women and increased urbanization,

child marriage in Iran became an increasingly rare phenomenon.

"The fust reform used as an indication of decreasing restrictiveness [in the
sphere of laws affecting women's rights] is the establishment of a minimum age
for marnage. The fllSt Muslim ruler to introduce such a refonn was the Emperor
Akbar of India (1556-1605) who required men to be sixteen and women fourteen
before marriage. The refonn was not enforced by his successors, however"
(White 1978, 54).

In faet, it was not until the twentieth century that such a law came into
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effect again. "The practice of the British courts in India was characterized by reliance

upon the Islamic legsl texts used authoritatively in India and a rejection of any

deductions made by contemporary jurists of new rules of law from the ancient texts. The

tendency was due to the combined influence of taq/id and the common-Iaw doctrine of

stare decisis' (Liebesny 1975, 118). Thus it was tbat Muslim law remained unchanged

and was applied according to the earHer medieval rulings. Islam under the British ceased

to he a "growing organism responsive to progressive forces and changing needs" (123).

It was rigid, conservative and in Many ways undefmed.

Refonnists, such as Syed Ameer Ali, attempted to create greater flexibility in

the law and push for 8 new understanding of Islamic law in Iight of the modern times. It

is clear that there was already a growing inclination to lean towards more lenient and

different interpretations of Islamic law sa far as personal status matters were concemed.

In 1923 in the Lahore Higb Court, for instance, regarding the case of 8 girl who had

exercised her option of puberty one year after having already attained puberty, il was

judged according to the Hedaya that repudiation of the marriage was not allowed. ft was

argued that if a female wanted to repudiate her marriage UPOn attaining puberty, she

must do so immediately after seeing the signs of menstruation and not any time later

than that (Carroll 1981, 23:153). Interestingly enougb, however, one year 18ter, the same

court ruled in favour of the girl's repudiation. Indeed the judge himself stated the

obvious, which was that Islamic law had been promulgated to people living under very

different conditions from the present time. Therefore the law had to he interpreted with

regard to the change in public sentiment and taste on matters of decency (153). It was

there8fter argued that the issue at hand must he decided based on wbether or not the
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plaintiff had acquiesced or oot. If she had acquiesced to the marnage then she would

lose her right to repudiate the marnage. If: however, she did oot acquiesce then she

retained the option to repudiate her marriage.

Lucy Carroll points out in her article ttMuslim Family Law in South Asia", that

Ameer Ali's Mubammadan Law served as a reference for the Allahabad High COurt'S

judgement despite ils believed misinterpretation of the original text. In 1922 in the case

of Bismillab Begum v.. Nurcmuhammad, the coW1 decided that the delay in exercising

the option of puberty should not he based upon when the girl had attained puberty but

upoo the time tbat she became aware tbat she bad the right ta exercise tbis option.' S

This judgement was supposedly based on the opinion of Mu1)ammad al-Shaybirii as

found in Radd al-Mu1Jtir which is cited by Ameer Ali. What is particularly interesting,

which Carroll points out, is that Ameer Ali's rendering of the great scholar's opinion is

decidedly opposite that of what bas been cited in the Hcdaya. Instead of excusing tbe

female for ignorance regarding the option of puberty, Shaybirii asserts that there is no

excuse for ignorance of the law and tberefore a fcmale must he held liable for not

exercising her option at the appropriate lime, Le. immediately when she reaches puberty

(154). Carroll states tbat Ameer Ali seems to have misread Shabybinl's position on this

matter. Although Carroll seems to assume that this was accidentai and not intentional

(something difficult to detennine anyhow) she does go on ta mention that there was a

two-fold advantage to this supposed "misreading" or misinterpretation of Shaybam's

opinion. Firstly, "tbis interpretation was attractive to judges disinclined to endorse the

15 It was frequently the case that a girl was Rot even aware that she had the right to repudiate her marriage
upon attaining puberty. In these instances she often last the opporttmity to exercise her option because il
was argued that sile had œntinued to live with h&2' husband aft&2' having attained puberty thereby indieating
sorne fonn ofacquiesœnce.
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practice ofchild maniage any more that was absolutely necessary and inclined to favour

the limited rights of Muslim women in matrimonial disputes. It also had the advantage

of at least appearing to he respectfully founded in recognized traditions of Muslim law,

rather than constituting an unbecoming and blatant innovation in that law" (155).

The majority Act of 1875 changed the law to malee the age of majority at

eighteen years. For marriage purposes one could contract a maniage ifthey had attained

puberty and were sixteen years or aider. In keeping with concern for the best interests

of the child, the Guardians and Wards Act of 1890 stipulated that "in appointing or

declaring the guardian of a minor, the cow1 shaH, subject to the provisions of this

section, he guided by what ... appears in the circumstances to be for the welfare of the

minor." (CRC Progress Report 1997, 31). Indeed, it was even added that if the child

were old enough to fomt an intelligent preference, the Court might consider that

preference (31).

By 1929, the Child Marnage Restraint Act was brought into etTect in India.

"Child" was defmed to Mean any male onder the age of eighteen and any female onder

the age of sixteen. However, "minor" was defmed as either of the sexes onder the age of

eighteen. It was made clear in the beginning, however, that the Act aimed at restraining

the solemnization of child marnages and it does not affect the validity or invalidity of

the maniage after they have already been performed. Thus the purpose of the Act was to

impose certain penalties on the persons involved in bringing about such a maniage

(Mahmood 1982,58).

There were various other acts and amendments made in addition to that of 1929.

In 1939 the Dissolution of Muslim Maniages Act, clause seveD, stated that ... (Hussain
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1987, 480). Then again the 1961 Ordinance of.... Finally required that ail marriages he

registered (481). The laws only became more precise with regards to violations of the

previous Act. In the Punjab Ordinance of 1971 it was stipulated that any male above the

age ofeighteen who contracted a maniage with a minor was subject to imprisonment up

to one month and/or would he fmed op to one thousand ruPCes. In spite of the

understanding that the validity of the marnage was not at issue, it was made clear that

any participants who were party to the contracting of a child marriage would he

punished.

In 1965 the case of Khursbid J/l11 ~ Fus! Dsd was brought to the Pakistan

courts. Khurshid Jan, the appellant, was married before reaching puberty. Upon reaching

puherty she exercised her option to repudiate her marriage. After she filed the civil suit

she went to her husband's house and "cohabitation" took place. She claimed that she had

been forced to come to his house with the aid of the police. She denied having

"cohabited" with him. The triai judge ruled in her favour so that the repudiation took

effect in spite of the "cohabitation". The decision, however, was reversed on appeal by

the district judge who held tbat according to an authoritative l:Ianafi text, the court

cannot make a declaration on the repudiation of the marriage if the wife after exercising

her option cohabits with her husband. Khurshid Jan appealed against this decision to the

High Court (Liebesny 1975, 123). This is a clear example of how the ancient Islamic

texts interfered directly in modem predicaments faced by Muslim..

Basic questions were raised on bath sides and a re-examination took place

regarding the metbodology and interpretation of the law in Iight of the more CUITent

situation in the country. Here are a list of sorne of the questions and answers posed:
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1)What are the sources of Muslim law; 2)What are the cules of interpretation of Muslim

Law and can courts ditfer from the views of the imims and othee juris-consults of

Muslim lawon grounds of public policy, justice, equity, and good conscience?; 3) How

are the courts to be guided in case of conflict of view among the founders of different

schools of Muslim law and their disciples, other imams and fâqlbs [Muslim jurists]?

(124-5). Out of the five judges' responses only one judge's response differed. The

overall opinion may he summed up by what one of the judges stated:

The courts must he given the right to interpret for themselves the Qur'an and
Sunnl4 and ... they may also ditJer from the views of the earHer jmis-consults of
Muslim law on grounds of istihs/l11 or istisJab in maUers not govemed by a
Qur'anic injunction or traditional text or ijma'or binding qiyas . ... The right ta
differ from [the earHer jurists and imams] must not he denied to the present-day
courts functioning in Pakistan, as such a denial will not only he a negation of the
true spirit of Islam, but also of the constitutional and lega} obligation resting on
ail courts to interpret the law they are called upon to administer and apply in
cases coming before them. (125)

Pakistan's case seemed to progress similarly to the other Middle Eastern nations in 50

Car as reform legislation was etTected regarding child mmiage. However, at the social

level, the practice of child marriage did not diminish as rapidly among the population of

the subcontinent as it did in the Middle Eastern nations. One might speculate on several

possible reasons for this difference. Firstly, Pakistani society, in spite of British

colonization, was not as westemized as much as the Arab and Persian nations were.

Secondly, the literacy rate among women as weil as females moving into the workforce

did not increase as dramatically in the South Asian context as it did in the Middle East.

The lacuna between the law as it was promulgated and even implemented and the actual

reality among the society continued to constitute a problem op until the modem day.
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Refonn took place at the legislative level but it was apparently slow coming at the

practicallevel.

For the flI'St time, however, the refonn movement aJlowed for the possibility of

viewing child maniage from another perspective rather than solely that which had been

generally propagated througb the opinions of medieval scholars in the different

madhibib. It allowed the less accepted opinions of those other eacIier jurists and

schofars, which had previously been relegated to practical obIivion to be brougbt to the

smface.

The basis for the major reforms on child marriage which took place in most of
the Middle Eastern Nations, e.g. Jordan, SYria, and Egypt, was the opinion of
three early jurists, namely, Ibn Shabrama, 'Uthmin al-Battl and Abü Bakr al
~amm. Contrary to the general view of the four Sunni schoofs of thought, they
denied the vaIidity of any guardianship in marriage over those who had not
reached puberty, on the grounds that the basis of guardianship is the benefit of
the ward and that there is no benefit in marriage before puberty. (Anderson 1970,
3)

The changes in the law relating to age of maniage also reflected a greater

flexibility in the understanding of Islamic law. For example, Imam Abü fJanlfa's opinion

that the age of majority for boys should be eigbteen and seventeen for girls was

extended as the age of marriage instead, was seen as maintainiog compIiance with

traditional Islamic law.

[t is important to understand, however, that despite aU the techniques, e.g.

takbayyur, talliq, istiJJsin and jstj~Ja1J etc. that were utilized by refonnists to bring

[slamic law ioto confonnity with the needs of modem times, the success of the refonn

movement io regards to child maniage was severely limited. As we have seen,

legislation itself was not sufficient to eradicate child maniage practices from among the
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general population. Neither, however, were the efforts of the modemists, who attempted

to direct the masses away from Westemization on the one hand and blind adherence to

the schools of thought on the other, successful in leading the Muslim world towards a

new method of interpreting Islamic law. Their failing lay in their move away from taqUd

as they knew it towards a blind following and almost extreme adherence to the Sunna

and Qsdith. /6

For this reason, although ail these movements unanimously proclaimed the rigbt

of ij/ibid, and denied rmal authority to ail but the Prophet., they were yet able to make

but little headway in the refonnulation of the content of Islam. The historical belief that

the Ifadith literattn'e genuinely contains the Sunna of the Prophet, combined with the

further belief that the Sunna of the Prophet and the Qtn"inic rulings on social behavior

bave to be more or less literaJ/y implemented in aU ages, stood like a rock in the way of

any substantial rethinking of the social content of Islam. When, therefore, the leaders of

these movements issued the cali back ta the QlD"in and the Sunna, they literally meant

that history should MOye backwards for the ideal had already been enacted at a given

time in the past, viz. in seventh-century Arabia (Rahman 1970, 28:640).

In conclusion, one must realize that child maniage was not an

institution that could be abolished in totality, rooted as it was in the [slamic tradition

dating back to the time of the Prophet and even before. Yet the refonn period is a clear

demonstration of the struggle Muslims were beginning to face in the modem period due

to the lack of proper development in the area of [slamic law.

16 One must note, however, that the Sa1cVlYYQ movement as known today with its strict and rigid adherence
to the (laditb and St61J18 is more the creation of Rash1d Ri4i' thm bis teacber, Mul)ammad Abduh.
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Sayyid Qutb, an important scholar and the chief spokesman for the Muslim

Brotherhood in Egypt in the 1950's and 196O's, also noted the problem among Muslims

in mistaking what men had interpreted centwies aga to he the unchanging laws of God

Hismself.

While maintaining the etemality of the shariah as God-given and relevant for
every time and place, Qutb afîlCDled dwing this period that the fiqh (Iaw as it
developed from man's application of the shariab) is the arena of change, the
means througb which Muslims can reinterpret the etemal prescripts in order to
have them become relevant to modem life, its needs and problems. While the
shariah is legislated by Gad, is eternal and unchanging, fiqh is made by man to
deal with specific situations. (Haddad 1983, 71)

ft was precisely tbis fiqb, developed as it had been since the Medieval era, which the

Muslims had practically relegated to the level of the UDchanging Qur'in itself, which

prevented (and to a great extent still prevents) a positive and progressive development

of Islamic law. Instead, the Muslim world seemed more at ease in adopting Western

secular ideas and practices rather tban touching the sacred law as it bad been fonnulated

centmies aga for people living in different limes and contexts.
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Chapler Three: Child Maniage Laws and Practice in the 20* Century

Sorne years ago in tbe nol1hem part ofNigeri~ a little girl of oine was hacked to
death by her ninety year old husband. She bad been married to him in the name
of tradition, but she refused to have the marriage consummated. She ran away to
her family of orientation for protection but Uttle did she know that no protection
awaited her tbere. Twice she ran to ber borne for help and twice she was retwned
to her "husband" by her parents. Tbe incensed busband tben promised to do
something to ber tbat would ever prevent ber from running away . Witb an axe,
he crudely amputated botb upper and lower (imbs. Ofcourse, she did not ever run
away; sbe never lived ta try. Two days later sbe died. (Inter Africa Committee
1997, 19)

This story appeared in the May 3rd 1987 edition of the Washington Post.

Supposedly the child was married by her parents ta a man to whom her father owed

money which he could not repay (Carroll 1987, 7:292). There is no denying that the

cultw-al practice of child maniage has been and is on the decline. However, one must

admit that it is still practiced to a noticeable degree in Many parts (especially more

impoverished regions) of the world. Children's rights advocates feel that the

helplessness and innocence of cbildren who cannot speak out for themselves is one of

the greatest reasons to empbasize the abuse, neglect or oppression tbey suffer. One

cannot ignore the great Many cases of child marriage that still come out of the

developing world today. Muslim societies, in their "faHure to appreciate the richness of

the Islamic (egal tradition" (281) and due to their rigid hold on Medieval interpretations

of Islamic law, still maintain a forefront position in permitting and sanctioning child

marnages among the nations of the world. The Muslim societies most involved in

cont inuing the practice of this custom are among the African and South Asian nations.

It is no coïncidence that the practice predominantly occurs where desperate poverty-
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stricken communities feel they have Httle alternatives to promote a better standard of

living for themselves.

Research has revealed the extent of abuse of girls in child maniage [and] ils

connection with child trafficking is apparent from the fact that girls are t&ken across

national borders for ... maniage" (Goonesekere 1994, 131). In a more recent case,

which took place in 1991 on a flight between Hyderabad and New Delhi, a flight

attendant noticed a young girl crying. As it turned out the small girl (between 10-13

years of age) had been married by her father, a poor auto-rickshaw driver, to the much

older man (reported to be sixty years old) whom she was accompanying to his home in

Saudi Arabia. The flight attendant reported the case to the appropriate authorities and

the man was arrested upon arrivai at New Delhi airport 00 charges for marrying a minor.

The man, however, was eventually released on bail. As for Amina, the child-bride,

although she was taken into protective custody at the time, she somehow disappeared

and never made il home (Foeal Point 2000, 1).

Iodeed, child marriage remains a moot point and continues to aUract the

attention of lawyers, doetors, human rights activists, educators, social workers and

women who have campaigned against it and are witnesses of the negative effects of this

custom. One conference that made child marnage one of its central topics of discussion

was the International Conference on Islamic Laws and Women in the Modem World

held in 1996. Various Muslim nations came together to di8':usS the problems besetting

the Muslim world and how each represented country attempted to resolve its respective

issues. In this manner, ideas were exchanged to try and improve Muslim societies at

• large. The discussion on child maniage touched on various aspects of the problem, such
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as the historical, religious, leg~ social, economic and moral consequences involved.

This chapter will give a brief overview of the conference's discussion in a following

section.

•

Additionally, this chapter will discuss the present-day controversy over the

tradition regarding 'A'isha's age at maniage to the Prophet which lies at the core of this

thesis' topic. It will then examine the CWTent laws in place in Ir8l1y Egypt and Pakistan.

Social, economic and cultural factors will be considered in each of the cases. Although a

country's legislation May play a significant raie in restricting and undermining the

importance of a customary practice, if it is not implemented or adhered to then it

becomes relatively futile in its mission. Thos, we shall also look at the fatiwaof a few

modem scholars on child maniage (due to the considerable influence they wield on the

thought and practice of the Muslim populations) in relation to the govemmental

legislation.

Furthennore, the magnitude of the problem of child maniage will be considered

through a brief look at the medical aspects involved in sucb a practice. Finally, the

chapter will consider the dimension of child marriage as a human rights abuse. Wbether

or not child maniage can or should be eliminated completely will be considered. The

dilemma over the reconciliation of Islamic personal status law, through the example of

child marriage, and international human rights will be broached.

This chapter aims to infonn the reader of the varlous social, economic, religjous,

and cultural aspects that play significant roles in the custom of child maniage in the

modem periode The chapter attempts ta bring about a greater understanding of the

• contributing factors which permit child marriage ta continue to he practiced. Il also tries
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to demonstrate the need for a balance between international human rights standards and

indigenous value systems which would permit the fonnulation of more suitable

solutions for children's rights abuses, sueh as child maniage, to he effected.

•

The CODlroversy over~1sb8~Age

This paper would not be complete without an examination into the controversy over the

Prophet's maniage to 'A'isha. This is due to the fact that the majority of scholars in the

past and in current times have based their advocacy or sanctioning of ehild marriage

aImost entirely on the example of the Prophet having married a reportedly very young

'A'isha. Thus this topie lies at the heart of the eontinuing praetiee of child marriages in

Muslim societies around the world today and therefore must be addressed as a

fundamental issue related to child marnage before any fiuther discussion of the subject

can take place.

'A'isha's marriage to the Prophet has created a great deal of controversy within

the Muslim world in modem times due to the generaJ belief that she was a child at the

time. Although there have been scholars in the past who wrote against child maniage

they did not seem to have coosidered the authenticity of the particular a/;Jsdith dealing

with the Prophet's own marriage an issue. On the contrary, they were apparently content

in leaving the concept of the Prophet's marriage to a young 'A'isha uotouched but simply

justifying it 00 the grounds of kba,~i'i~ ji"DSbi, or special privileges granted to the

Prophet which other Muslims are not permitted.

In the modem era, however, a significant debate erupted in the twentieth century

• regarding whether or not 'A'isha really was a child or had already reached adolescence
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and maturity at the time of her marriage to the Prophet. In an era where child maniage

has become essentially tahoo and severely looked down upon, it is no wonder that such a

concem to fmd the "truth" or at least to deconstruct the previous assomptions and

beliefs has become a fervent endeavor of many intellectuals and schoIars.

The tradition which the medieval writers accepted regarding 'A'isha's age, bas

been criticized by modem historians and scholars in the Iight of "careful research" (Moin

1979, 7). 17 Niyiz Al}mad in his book, Ta1;Jqiq-i-'umar 'A'isha Siddiqa (An Investigation

into the Age of'A'isba ~iddiqa) states that most of the versions about 'A'isha's minority

came from J:lishim b. 'Urwa who related it on the authority of bis father. He wu a

resident of Medina and the compilees of the a/J/lditb apparently considered bim to be

reliable. Although Imam Milik reproduced bis tradition in bis MUWa.t!8' he later started

doubting him and did not rely upon the traditions related by him on account of bis

falsehood (~ad 1983, 5). l:Iishim was known to bave traveled to Iraq three times,

and the particular tradition stating 'A'isha's youth during ber maniage was oot reIated

by him except until the course of bis third trip in 145 A.H. (6). Those who had passed

away before that time either did not accept that report or tbey did not have any

knowledge of it (7). ~ad goes on to say it is after that wben the names of other

relators were added to the isnad (7).18

Aside from tbis receot fmding, the differing versions regarding the cbronology of

events during the Prophet's life have also created greater skepticism. There are sorne

differences as to the date of 'A'isha's birth. Although tbese variations May seem slight,

17 See Chapter One for the l!aditb as fOlDld in ~aJPh.Bukhiii andS~ Muslim.
liOn the matter of l}sditb authenticity see Wael Hallaq's"The Authenticity ofProphetie l:Iadith: A
Pseudo Problem", (1999):75-90.
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tbey have a significant impact in the matter ofchild marriage. ACter ail, whether a girl is

nine years old or fifteen years old makes a considerable difference in regards to her

suitability for marriage. Some say that 'A'isha was born in 612 A.D, white others argue

for a later date, such as 613 or 614 A.D. Arnar Dhine in his book Femmes Illustres eD

Islam, states that it would he more realistic to date ber birth at 609 or 610 A.D (1991,

25). He states tbat although 'Afisha was relatively young she was not as young as some

autbors bave claimed her to be (26).

In order to better understand the dates of fA'isha's birth and marriage in relation

to the events at that time, however, it is best to discuss the various assertions in terms

of tbe number of years before or after bijra. Although Muslims unanimously accept the

Hijra to have taken place in 622 A.D. there is no agreement on an exact date when it

occurred, nor is there complete agreement on when tbe Hijn calendar was frrst

proclaimed. For our purposes we will accept the dates tbat c1aim tbe Prophet's mission

as beginning in 609 A.D and bis death in 632 A.D.

Due to the fact tbat historians bave tried to rlX 'A'isha's birth date on the basis of

calculation in reverse from tbe year of ber marriage, there are considerable variations

(Moin 1979, 1). Differences range from twelve and eight years before bijra (1). If it is

assumed tbat she was barn twelve years before bijra and ber marriage was

approximately three years before bijra then sbe would have been nine years of age at the

time of ber marriage. Furthermore, sbe would bave been approximately thirteen or

fourteen when the marriage was completed, considering tbe marriage was fmalized in

eitber four or five years later. This would be in congruence with the tradition given in
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Ibn Sa'd's AJ-Tabaqiit al-Kubra which differs from that in Bukbarl and Muslim (1958,

8:58).

Several Pakistani authors have argued against the general "misconceptions"

regarding the authenticity of the tradition in Bukhirl and Muslim, and undermined its

validity in relation to other existing aiJaOith. For instance, a iJadith in Bukharl concerns

the revelation of ayat, or verse 46 from Sücat al-Qamar. The IJadith relates that 'A'isha

herself stated that she was a girl playing about at the time certain verses from that siira

were revealed (Khan 1979, 6:370). Il is widely accepted that these verses were revealed

nine years before hijra. If: as generally believed, 'A'isha was born in that year or only

one year before it, it would seem extraordinary that she should describe herself as

playing about.

Fida Hussain Malik states that at the least her age must bave been four years in

order for her to describe berself as such. Meaning that she must bave been born at the

latest, twelve years before bijra (1961, 153). M~ammad Sa'id in his Ifayat-i-Umm aJ

Mu'minln Sayyida A 'isha Siddiqa, goes even f1D1her by argujng that one can easily

assume that a child who plays about and reads or memorizes verses of the Qur'an must

be at least eight to ten years of age (1979, 58). Even if we consider the former

estimation of four years of age as tao young and the latter estimation of eight or ten

years as much too old, generally most would agree that somewhere within this range a

child is capable of reading and memorizing and undoubtedly playing about. Sa'1d argues

that the IJadith indicates that 'A'isha must have been at least four or five years of age

when the verses were revealed. In this way he asserts that at the least, she was fourteen

or ftfteen years of age when ber marriage was fmalized and possibly even eigbteen or
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aIder as other authors, such as Maulana 'Umar ~ad Usm8n1 19 and Niyiz Alpnad

(who even goes so far as to claim that she was twenty eight years old) have tried to

argue. Sa'id states that because this particular /Jaditb is directly related ta the revelation

of a part of the QlU"in, it must he considered more reHable and given greater preference

over any of the othee al)aditb or traditions which contain relatively miscellaneous

information (58).

Sa'id also expresses the opinion of other researchers who greatly suspect that

'A'isha's age at the time of her marriage was sixteen and that later scholars, while

copying the transmitted rePOrts left out the word 'ash~ or ten as part of the Arabie

sitat'asb~ or sixteen. Thereby leaving the word sitta, or six on its own (1979, 58).

Therefore the more generally accepted and well..known tradition which asserts that

'A'isha was six years of age when married and nine at its conclusion is considered to

stand on shaky ground.

ln Sayyid Sulaiman Nadvl's book, 'Aisha $iddIqa là &umar par aik ta1Jqlqln~ar

(An Investigative Look at 'A'isha's Age), MlÙ)ammad Lihon's argument is presented

as stating that regardless whether 'A'isha was a child or not at the time of her maniage

to the Prophet, it cannat in any circumstances he used as a precedent for later times. He

points out that because the marriage took place in Makkah before the revelation of any

legal injunctions upon the Muslim community, it remains outside the realm of accepted

shari'at law. His argument is that only after Divine law began ta he revealed to the

Prophet in Medina can we detennine what among the customs and practices of that

particular society were /JaliJ, or pennitted and /Jarim , or forbidden (1978, 12..13). As

19 In FiqhaJ-QuriD 2:72-73
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Zcenat Ali states as weil, "There is no case on record showing that a maniage of a minor

through a guardian was permitted by the Prophet after the details of the law were

revealed to him at Medina" (1987, 10). Additionally, she also believes that insofar as his

own maniage is concemed a thorougb examination of the details of such an invent

should be conducted before making any real conclusion (70).

MulJammad Sa'id also refutes sorne of the other suppositions which have led to

the belief that 'A'isha was a minor whcn she was manied. For instance, one of the

arguments put forth consistently by certain authors and 'u/ami' is that because of the

hot desert elimate, female children are prone to reaeh puberty at an eacHer age than the

average child in cooler climates. This has played a significant role in defending the

custom ofchild maniage. Sa'id argues that aside from the faet that there is no statistical

data to prove such a hypothesis, one cao easily observe from those same desert societies

today that the female children do not physically matlD'e at an earlier age than those in

other eooler regions (1919, 56). He asserts that it is an exaggeration to claim that girls

reach puberty by the age of nine or ten in hotter climates and therefore are more capable

of enduring early childhood marnage than other females (56).

In light of verse 6 from Siirat al-Nisa', where it states to try orphans until they

reach the age of marnage, or niki/J before allowing them to manage their own property,

Sa'id also argues that the exegetes have understood this to Mean that a nikiiJ is only

truly fuI filied when the parties are past the ages of puberty (56). Therefore he states that

it is practically improbable to accept that the Prophet would have himself married an

innocent six year old child while being so much older himself and then actually

consummated the maniage at age fifty or 50 (56). He then goes on to invite the 'uJami'
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of today to avoid biases and one-sided decisions and to put an end to the blind-following

which is of no use in the modem age and to reexamine the evidence and make a better,

more correct conclusion (54).

He also argues against othee existing aQsditb which imply that 'A'isha was a

child when she was married. For instance, the psdith which describes her as playing with

dolls after she had already become, as Sa'id says, the Mother of the Faithful, or 'umm a/

mu'miDÙJ, (thereby implying her dignified status) are not credible (58). He argues that

since 'A'isha's childhood was exemplary, those reports which demonstrate her

perspicacity and intelligence are undoubtedly true, but they are reports of ber Iife prior

to ber maniage and not afterwards (58).

Severa! other reasons have been presented to demonstrate the greater likelihood

that 'A'isha was considerably older than six years of age at her marriage. In Ibn Ishiq's

version of the Iife of the Prophet, he points out that 'A'isha became Muslim soon after

the Prophet's mission began. It was during the period when his mission was still "secret"

(around tbe fICSt year of the "cali", or thirteen years before hijra) that 'A'isha, among the

fICSt few other people, accepted Islam. From this one must assume that in order to

consciously accept another religion a child would at the very least have ta be five or six

years old. Again, considering that the period of revelation in Makkah was approximately

thirteen years long, by the time 'A'isha was manied to the Prophet she was at the least

seveoteen or eighteen years of age according to this particular piece of information.

Finally, it is argued that one of the greatest overlooked facts is tbat the tradition

at issue here, which reports 'A'isha as saying she was six and then oine when her

• marriage was fmalized, is exactly that-a tradition and not a report of what the Prophet
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said but rather what 'A'isha supposedly stated. For that matter, regardless of its ~aJij1J

status, il lacks any potential of infallibility by the very fact that it was a report of the

saying of someone other than the Prophet himself. In this way, the likelihood of

mistaken estimates regarding age is quite probable.

Ali in ail, it is reasonable te assert that it is practically impossible to know the

"truth" about when and at what age 'A'isha's maniage did transpire. It is doubtful that

even the 1;Jaditb can have the fmal say in this matter. If scholars fmd such a tradition to

serve as sufficient justification for sanctioning child maniage, one would have to aise

argue that scholars have equally sufficient justification to discourage and even prohibit

the practice.

Tbe Ststus ofCbildManiage iD /raD

Prior to the revolution, i.e., during the Shah's regime, the minimum age of maniage for

males was twenty and eighteen for females. During the revolution this changed to

eigbteen for men and fifteen for women (Kar 1996, 1: 10). Both regimes did Permit child

engagements, however. Currently "article 1041 of the Civil Code does state that men

and wornen May not marry before puberty". However, article 1210 was introduced by

parliament in 1982 stipulating that the age of puberty is fifteen bijrl years for males

(essentially meaning fourteen and a haIf or less than fifteen years according to the

Gregorian calendar) and nine hijrl years for females (10). The rationale behind this

change in regulation, put forth by the religious leaders, was that early marriage played

an important role in reducing immorality (10).

Before the Iranian Revolution, onder article 23 of the Shah's Family Protection

Law, the maniage of minor females "required the agreement ofcourt and the doctor that
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the woman was physically and psychologically ready for maniage" (10). After the

revolution took place the father or grandfather were once again given the absolute right

to marcy the child at any age claiming tbat tbis is to the child's advantage (10). "These

powers are 50 vast that there is a cautionary provision in article 1041 of tbe Civil Code

warning tbat these POwers May he used by opportunist fathers" (fn.6: 10).

What is interesting to note is tbat "the encouragement of early marriage 100 to a

rapid increase in population" (fn.S: 10). This is in accordance with the fmding tbat early

marriages tend to result in a higher number of births per family since the number of

possible cbildbearing years for the female is increased. Thus after 1987 the regime

altered ils policy and introduced family planning programs. "Since then the state's

position on the beneficial moral effect of early maniage bas been less prominent, and

there are Many publicity campaigns and public education programs which promote

smaller families and delayed childbearing" (fn.S: 10).

One such work intended to promote later marriages is Pizbübishl-i /Juqtiql, fiqhl

va ijtimi7 du bireh-'j NikiIJ va zina bi ~aghircb (A Legal, Jurisprudential and Social

Inquiry Regarding Marriage and Fornication with a Minor) written by a retired Judge of

the Supreme Court, 4 Abbas 4 Afi Mé$nÜdi. In it he clearly expresses a dislike for

marriage of young children and more specifically of young girls. Apart from being an

apologetic work, one might also argue tbat it is a piece of propaganda considering the

govemment's agenda at the Ume. Mal)müdi does not give any information regarding the

corrent status of cbild maniage in Iran but rather focuses solely on presenting ail the

Islamically based arguments possible in arder to discourage tbe practice itself.
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Malpnüdi uses several Qur'inic verses and certain a(Jadith to support his

argument. He begins by discussing the "philosophy of maniage" where he states the

importance of procreation, something that a minor who has not attained puberty is

incapable of (1989, 8). He also discusses the Qur'in's emphasis on "love and mercy"

(mawaddatan wa ra/;1ma) between the spouses in SUrat al-RÜJn, verse 21. At the end of

the verse it is stated that "this is a sign for those PeOple who think, or reflect". He

argues that this verse clearly applies to marriage between adults or those mentally

mature who are capable of "reflecting" upon the signs of God tbrough an understanding

of the miracle ofmarriage (8).

He also reiterates the arguments of Abü Bakr a1-'~im and Ibn Shubrama20

regarding Sücat aI-Nisa', verse 6, which states uMake trial oforphans until the reach the

age of maniage; if then you fmd sound judgement (rusbdan) in them then release their

property to them". Through this he explains that the Qur'an has a clear message that the

age of maniage necessarily caUs for mental maturity and the capacity to handle one's

own affairs (36fT.). Tbroughout his use of the various verses he continues to point out

that the pertinent verses of the Qur'an relating to maniage use the term Disa: or women

and never girls except in the case oforphans wben simply the fernale fonn of the word is

used when the Qur'in addresses the injustices done to them.

He also discusses the iJadith in which the Prophet states that the best quality a

man may look for in a wife is ber piety, or faith as opposed to her wealth or beauty. He

poses the question of whether a child can be judged by his or her piety (8). His own

conclusion is that a child's faith or piety, he or she being an innocent and lacking mental

20 Cf. Chapter One.
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maturity, cannat be judged (8). The prerequisite for heing a faithful follower would have

to he maturity of mind and a clear understanding of the choices one bas in matters of

faitb (8). He alsa gives the example of the Prophet's own daughter, Fatima, who was

not married uotil she was mature trom ail aspects (71-2). He states that this decisioo of

the Prophet as a fatber for bis own daughter is tbe best indicator of bis stance 00 the

matter of child maniage (72). In other words, he requests that parents sbould look at the

Prophet's example as a parent with his children, not as a husband only, before they malee

the choice of marrying off their own offspring as minors.

MalJmüdi's work is an indication in itselfthat even uotil recent times the matter

of cbild marnage has been a sufficiently significant dilemma which the government felt

had ta be addressed. Like mast other Muslim countries, in Iran the custom was mainly

practiced in rural areas among various tribes who held fast to their traditions. In 1974,

for instance, a study of four villages near Shiraz revealed tbat the average age of

womeo's marnage was betweeo thirteeo and fifteen. ft was also found that eighty per

cent of working-class wives of lsfahan were married betweeo the ages of oine and

sixteeo (Gulick 1974, 9:865).

Although these figures do not oecessarily hold true for today in Iight of the

decline in child marriage practice, one must realize that circumstances ofteo dictate the

tenns. Females who have Hule or no opportunity for education or for employment will

naturally feel dependent "00 motherhood performance for status and prestige"

(Moghadam 1993, 198). Furthermore, if a girl's futlD'e role eotaHs motherhood alooe,

tben it is ofteo felt that delaying marriage is of no benefit. This is even more true when

families feel that the daughter's chastity May he at risk due to particular social
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circumstances. Child maniages thus serve to make female children "productive"

members of the community at an early age which helps relieve the bW'den often feft by

families with daughters among the poorer classes of society. Early marriage is thus seen

as a mufti-purpose solution to Many potential problems which a family or even the

community May ineur if maniage were to he delayed. Additionally, so long as culture

and tradition continues to hold a great deal of sway among the people dwelling in rW'al

areas, child marriage will continue to exist at some level in Iranian society.

Tbe StlltUS ofCbi/dMlUTillge iD Egypt

As mentioned previously, despite the overall decline in early marriage practices rural

areas in Many Muslim countries, such as Egypt, continue to foster them. For instance, a

Ministry ofHealth field study in the 1980's in Upper (southem) Egypt showed that 44%

of CW'al women had been married under the legal age of sixteen (EI-Hamamsy 1994, 2).

The following results of a case study of two villages in rural Egypt not ooly demonstrate

the persistence of under-age marriages in rural areas but also the significant influence of

socioeconomic and socio-cultural factors on such a custom.

Between 1991 and 1993 a survey/field study was conducted in the villages of

Aswan and Sharkiya in order to explore the socio-cultural factors that influence age at

maniage. The field study done by Laila EI-Hamams~1 includes quantitative as weil as

qualitative data (the latter being based on personal interviews with the subjects). "While

othee studies suggest that overall marnage ages are rising, regional 'pockets' of under

age marnage remain and need to he better understood" (2). EI-Hamamsy states that

21 Laila EI-Hamamsy is Professor Emeritus at the Amaican University ofCairo.
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because the study focuses on only two of five thousand Egyptian villages its results

cannot he used to generalize faets about the rest of the population. However, they May

be considered as "suggestive of what might be found in other villages within the same

general cultural setting" (3).

One of the most significant aspects of this study's results was that the Sharkiya

village, which was closer in proximity to a eity and major roads (thereby exposing it to

more external and urban influences than the Aswan village), not smprisingly, showed a

lesser perceotage of females married below the age of fûteen. In the Aswan village 60%

offemales were married before the age ofsixteen (4). Whereas in the Sharkiya village

only 30% had done 80. The illiteraey rate in both villages showed similar differences.

The percentage of household beads who had oever been to school, were illiterate or

could barely read and write was 84% in the Aswan village and 52% in the Sbarkiya

village (4-5). In fact the females showed consistently bigher rates of illiteracy than the

males (5). Such a factor has direct implications on the rate of underage maniages.

EI-Hamamsy does mention that "with the widespread awareness of the

government's commitment to reduce illegal early marriages some manied adolescents

May have intlated their own ages" (6). However, consistent with the overall populations

trend of increasing ages for marriage, it was found that in the last five years in the

Sharkiya village only 8% of females were married below the age of sixteen (8). In

Aswan village, on the other band, less improvement was shown in that 39% had been

manied below the age ofsixteen (8).

EI-Hamamsy a1so goes on to discuss the methods used by the villagers to

eircumvent the law for condueting underage maniages. "8irtb registration in Egypt is
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generally very good; familles want to vaccinate and educate their cbildren, and they

cannot do 50 without registering the child and obtaining a birth certificate" (8). Thus il

is interesting to fmd th8t 30% of those manied within the last ten years and an even

greater percentage of those married for longer, had obtained their marriage Iicenses on

the basis of a physician's age estimation as opposed to the use of a birth certificate (8).

This would mostly be done, by declaring that the female does not have a birth certificate

and thereby needs 8 physician's approval.

The govemment, being aware of this loophole in the system has tried to make

sorne changes. In sorne govemorates, the use of age estimation has been discontinued

(8). "Tbere is evidence, however, that some people are getting around this new obstacle

by contracting what is called an 'Islamic marriage'" (8) which merely requires that there

be two witnesses and that the maniage he publicized. Thus "in tbis type of marriage, the

marriage contract is Dot officially registered uotil the girl has reached the legal age" (8).

This has, of course, led to other abuses. Sorne of the village women mentioned the

complications involved in these marriages where registration has not taken place. For

instance, in one of the cases, the husband denied heing manied to the woman and that

he was the father of her cbildren, thereby leaving the woman with a serious fmancial

problem, not to mention the stigma and dishonour of heing a single mother with no

marriage (9).

Another part of the study involved a survey to fmd how Many of the women in

the two villages were satisfied with the age at which they were manied or if they would

have preferred to have been married at an older age. Overall it was shown that the

women were consistently satisfied with the age at wbich tbey were married the older
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their maniage age was (9). This was more true in the Sharkiya case than in the Aswan

village, however. Most Iikely what accounts for this is the difference in mentality and

understanding of what coostitutes an appropriate maniage age. For instance, two thirds

of ail the women interviewed in the Aswan village believed that spinsterhood was a

terrible thing and early maniage was best to avoid it (II). Except for three of the

women ail had married in tbeir teens and felt any later would make them too old (Il).

Many women explained that they had social pressure to Many early otberwise they

would have been considered too old, while othees explained that sinee tbey were not to

go to school or having fmished her education if she had been to school, there was

nothing more for them to wait for (l0). Sorne simply stated that their parents had

decided the matter and they did not contest il (10). Some said that marriage was

important to proteet the girl from wrongdoing (10) and othees stated that " 'it was the

right marriage age aeeording to village eustom'''(IO).

What is very fascinating, however, is that once women were asked the more

objective question (i.e. regardless of tbeir own eireumstances) of what the ideal age for

marriage is, the overall response was age twenty or more. Among those females married

in the last five years or so, 70% believed twenty years of age or more was ideal (13).

Among those married in the last ten years, 65% preferred tbis age and for those married

more than ten years it was 52% (13). Several women also differentiated between

edueated and non-edueated girls stating that a girl who was educated could get married

at age twenty-two or twenty-three. If she were unedueated, however, then she should

not wait but marry earlier (14). "The most frequently mentioned reason for eboiee of an
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ideal age is that a girl at that age is mature enough, more enlightened about the world

and able to cope with the demands ofmarriage" (14).

When the reason mentioned was that the girl would he physically able to endure

pregnancy or childbirth, 82% of those manied in the last ten years and 63% of those

manied longer than that said the best age was twenty years or older (15). From these

results one cao clearly establish that most of the women in the villages, regardless of

whether they were educated or not, were aware that young brides would have greater

difficulty in bearing children. Indeed, the older more experienced women showed greater

awareness of tbis fact (17). In fact, seventy percent of the women said that a girl should

wait to start having children once she is married instead of succumbing to social

pressures ta do 50 immediately (35). The fmt most common reason for this was to allow

the bride to adjust herself to her new life and enjoy her time with her husband (36).

However, "concem about health is the second most frequently given reason for delaying

pregnancy [especially in reference to young bridesl" (36).

Out of one hundred aod seventy-one women interviewed, 16% admitted to

having had problems in their marriage because they were 50 young (17). Problems

raoged from reproductive issues, physical hardship (including being abused by their

husbands and in-laws) as weil as psychological problems, such as having to endure

physical relationships with their husbands when they were UDwilling or consummation

of the marnage before they had reached puberty (18).

One of the stereotypes that was not borne out by Ibis study was the usual

assomption that females given in early maniages were often married to much older men.

The wide discrepancy in age was not found to he the nonn in most of these maniages.
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Seven percent of the women were unwilling or did not know the ages of their husbands.

For those whose information was available, it appears that most husbands, (52%) were

married between the ages of eighteen and twenty-four. Twelve percent were rnanied

between the ages of thirty and thirty-nine and 7% were even manied below the legaJ age

of eighteen. "Many of the young brides manied men close to their own ages and 790;'0

married men less than thirty years otd (90% in Sharkiya-V and 73% in Aswan-V)" (19).

So far as education is concemed, sunHar to the general trend of an increase in

marriage age, there is an increase in the overall education of women. Studies, including

this one, suggest that early maniage is less likely with increased education (20). "Ail

but two of the women who manied at Jess than 16 are illiterate or school dropouts with

primary education only. Maniage age rises with higher educational attainment. and thus

over 70% of the women with secondary or university education were married at age 20

or above (20).

Interestingly enough, fmdings also showed that there was a significant

correlation between the husband's education and the wife's age. Overall, the higher the

education of the man the older his wife was at maniage. SixtY nine percent of the men

who had secondary education married women twenty years of age or more (21). One

hundred percent of the men who had university degrees manied women twenty years of

age or more (21). There are several reasons for these fmdings. One explanation may be

that it is often the case that men who have a higber education themselves are more

interested in having wives that are educated as weil because it enhances their social

status overall. Another reasoD may be that sorne educated men alsa prefer to marry older

girls closer to their own age sa that tbey may feel a sense of companionship as opposed
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to the more unequal relationship that is usually the case where the wüe is still very

immature and young.

U As education is such a significant factor in discouraging early maniage, it is

important to understand the reasons why sa Many womcn among those manied within

the last 10 years had not been sent to school"(21-22). Il appears that traditional

conceptions of the female role have been the greatest obstacles in the way of girl's

education (22). About 49% of the women explained that their families feared for their

honour because the boys would harass the girls when they went out of the home (22). It

was generaHy considered that it was a shameful thing for a girl to go out and seek an

education. Most often it was the father who made the decision not to send the daughter

to school (22).22

Another 20% of the women explained that they stayed home because they had to

help or serve othee family members (22). Often girls are required to look after other

younger siblings or help their mothers out at home. Poverty, however, was the second

most significant reason for women having been denied an education (23). Sorne 25% of

women stated tbst the family had a difficult fmancial situation (often because of the

sheer size of the family) and there was not sufficient funds to send the girls to school

(23). Similar reasons to those listed above were also responsible for Many women

dropping out of school early on in their education (23). Among those women from the

Aswan village the perception tbat females sbould not go to school because it was

221n~ il is important to recognize this plKticuiar problem offamily 0000111' and protecting the
daughter's cbastity. Aœording to Sœbol in ber article"Rape and Law in Ottoman and Modem Egypt".
"rape in general [in Egyptl bas increased to reacb 'epidemic' proportions today" (1997,224).
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shameful or that ooly males were ta he educated was much greater than in the Sharkiya

village (24).

It is important to note, however, that females themselves when asked their

opinion if a girl should stay at home or he educated, mostly opted for the latter. In fact

"an overwhelming majority (81%) said she should go to school (25). Those women who

feh it was better for a female to stay at home argued that since a girl would most likely

sit at home after obtaining her degree anyhow, due to the lack of job availability or

other obstacles to her working outside the home, there was no point in getting an

education (25). Many women, however, believed it was important ta have an education

50 that a female would have greater self-esteem and would have her independence by

obtaining good employment or having a career in case she were divorced. Some said that

she would enjoy more respect from her husband as weil and "he heard" (27).

EI-Hamamsy draws several conclusions from ber study. We will touch on a few

here. Firstly, she points out that it is important to accept the fact that teenage and pre

legal age marriage as weil as tbe conditions and social pressures that foster it still persist

in rural areas (45). She also mentions that the best way to discourage early marriage is

to convince people of its disadvantages and that it bas few benefits (46). For instance,

education is one of the most important factors discouraging early maniage. "The

benefits of education include the prospects of a better marriage, enhanced status and

raie of the wornan, fmancial rewards, and a better standard of living for the family" (46).

Altbough majority of the women believe in education, obstacles to female education

still persist in the form of rural traditions and rural poverty (46). EI-Hamamsy also

points out that although a change in attitude among women can effect behavioural
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changes they are not sufficient. She states that "it is important that the socioeconomic

circumstances that encourage early maniage he removed. These arise primarily from

economically depressed conditions in sorne rural communities, especially in Upper

Egypt" (48).

In discussing the necessary actions that must he taken to help eliminate the

problem of early maniage, EI-Hamamsy states that "a more stringent application of the

existing law... can discourage very early teenage marriage. However, it is unlikely to

resolve the problem completely. . . . Action programs must focus on the conditions

[emphasis mine] that need to he changed in arder to bring about a graduaI rise in the age

of marriage ta the late teens or twenties for ail Egyptian women" (50-51). Aside from

advocating universal education for females she mentions that "Iong-term development

efforts aimed at relieving rural poverty are needed to create basic conditions for

encouraging rural girls' education and higher life aspirations, as weil as delayed

marriage and smaller families" (52).

Overall, tbis study emphasizes tbe need to discourage early marriages not only

hecause of the demographic and health consequences involved but for the more general

implications of the status of rural women and the well-being of their families (48). As

EI-Hamamsy states,

Early marriage cuts short education and normal adolescence; it burdens
the girl with pregnancy~ children and excessive work responsibilities at an
immature age; and il gives her tittte opportunity for self expression or
fulfillment. These women are less able to raise healthy children and less
likely to he able to achieve progress for their daugbters, thus perpetuating
a cycle ofunderdevelopment. (48)

Changes in Egypt dming the last century, similar to Many other parts of the

developing world, have caused massive urbanization, urban growth, a high birth rate and
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increasing poverty (Sonbol 1997, 230). As bas been mentioned by EI-Hamamsy, the

problem of poverty is a seriaus factor in contributing to the abuse of children's rights,

whetber in the form of underage marriages or in the fonn of infanticide. In her article,

"Rape and Law in Ottoman and Modem Egypt", Sonbol states tbat one cao assume tbat

in general there bas been a deterioration in marais considering the great proliferation in

the nomber of foundlings (1997, 224). "Crimes against children in particular [have]

become a daily event. These included child-stealing, abandoning children, and odd

accidents involving violence against children by parents or strangers. Most seriously

was infanticide, with weekly and olten daily reports of discarded bodies ..." (224).

Stronger prison terms for rape of minors by family members and 'men of authority over

a child' were established in Egypt's Penal code" (224) as weil, indicating the magnitude

of such crimes.

Il must also he realized that although parents and family memOOrs olten have the

oost of intentions towards their own cbildren, poverty has the potential to mar even

those naturally OOnevolent instincts. Thus it is no surprise tbat past and modem Islamic

scholars made reference to the importance of marriages conducted for the child's best

interests and not the parents'. The problem of infanticide is even addressed in tbe

Qur'an. What must he understood from this reality of our modem era is tbat one cannot

assume, that in such a context, when religious etbics and marais no longer reign supreme

in daily human Iife, parents and guardians of children cao necessarily he trusted to do

the best tbing for a child (including in the matter of marriage).
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The SllIlus ofCbildMarrillge iD PdislllD

Generally today child maniage is much more problematic in the case of the South Asian

subcontinent than in the Middle East. One of the possible reasons for this as mentioned

in chapter two, may he due to the fact that unlike most Middle Eastern nations, the

subcontinent was not as heavily influenced in changing its customs to confoon with

western concepts at the indigenous level. Another reason may be that because child

maniage has a deep-rooted history in Hindu cultme and custom, it, like Many other

rituals and costoms in South Asiao nations, has been difficult to do away witb

completely. Hindu law, "unlike Islamic law, ... (is] marked by an all-encompassing

concept of male-protection over females that encouraged a perception that a womao had

no tights and belonged to her father or husband" (Goonesekere 1994,121). Additionally,

the concept of a father gifting the daughter to a husband without receiving a dowry was

pervasive (122). Il was also pennitted to give the daughter in marriage before she had

attained puberty (122). Thus "the practices of child marriage and dowry that are current

in India, and expose young girls to physical violence and abuse, are legitimized by the

(Hindu] scriptural sources on age of marriage, and the concept of a parental right to gift

a bride" (122). Pakistani culture, despite its overall [slamic appearaoce, is clearly

influenced by Hindu culture and tradition. This can he seen through the many rituals of

Hindu origin that continue to he practiced onder the guise of Muslim religious beliefs.

[n his book Sts/us of Womcn in Islam, Aftab Hussain explains the history of

child marriage practices in the Indian subcontinent. He states that "whatever he the

benefits of child marriage in the view of religious scholars, the concession, if any, of

maniage of minors by their guardians, was always misused in India long hefore
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Independence" (1987, 474). ChiId maniage served as an instrument of exchange

maniages also known as nikiJJ aJ-sbighir where no mabr is given, which is clearly

prohibited in Islam (474). Child maniage also assisted the parents fmancially since they

practically sold their daughters. "In fact the poor people in the villages and also in the

urban areas treated their womenfolk little better tban chattels. While marrying the

daughters in their minority they seldom acted for the advancement of the interest of the

girls; they served their own interest" (474).

Although Pakistan is representative of the South Asian case, it is also Jess severe

in its situation so far as the number of cases of chiId maniage that stiIl take place today;

Bangladesh baving the most nomber of cases and India foIlowing close behind. In

comparison, however, Pakistan has the largest majority of Mus1ims (97%) wbich allows

for an examination of the issue of cbild maniage in a relatively less cultW'ally

compromised setting.

In the 1997 Progrcss Report on The Implementation of Convention on the

Rights of the Chi/il, Article J states that the defmition of the word "child" for the

purposes of the present Convention shall Mean "every human being below the age of 18

years unless, onder the law applicable to the chiId, majority is attained earHer (13).

There is an acknowledgement, however, that the meaning of "chiId" in Pakistan is still

undecided due to the conflicting influences of both British and Islamic precepts (13).

However, "a slight reinterpretation of the meaning of 'puberty' is expected to resolve

the issues of incompatibility" (13). So far as regards marriage, however, the meaning of

a "child" is govemed by the Child Marriage Restraint Act of 1929. Tbus a girl onder the

age of sixteen and a boy onder the age of eighteen are considered to be minors (17).
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Presently, the Act seeks to ban chiId marriages by punishing the parties responsible or

participating in it with a fme and/or imprisonment. Imprisonment may be op to one

month and the fme op to Rs. 1000 (17). The Report acknowledges, however, that "the

penalties provided . . . are not sufficient to deter such acts and need to he enhanced"

(31). Another problem which the CRC report highlights is that because the Hudood

Ordinances repealed the earlier law, sexual intercourse with a minoT wife is no longer

considered as rape (159). This is feh to mitigate the seriousness of such a practice and

the severe repercussions of marrying pre-pubescent or underage girls who are

inadequately prepared for maniage.

The CRC report also states in Article 3 that "in aIl actions concerning children .

. . the best interest of the child shall be a primary consideration" (30). ft asserts that

among the legal cornmunity and the society in general the laws relating to the best

interests of the child are gaining more prominence (34). Additionally, in a section called

"Respect for the Views of the Child", Article 12 states that "State Parties shall assure to

the child who is capable of fonning his or her own views the right to express those

views freely in ail matters affecting the child" (34). ft further states that the child will

he provided the opportunity to he heard in any judicial or administrative proceedings

which affect him or her. The CRe report also had a section dealing with the physical

and psychological recovery and treatment of children that have suffered abuse-a far cry

from earlier times where even such an acknowledgement was difficult to fmd. What is

significant in this section is the statement in Article 19 that "State Parties shall take ail

appropriate legislative, social and educational measure to protect the child from ail
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foons of physical or mental violence, injury or other abuse, neglect or negligent

treatment, maltreatment or exploitation, including sexual abuse" (66).

The concept of prevention through the protection of the child is critical ta the

issue of chiId marriage as weil as ta the notion of Islamic justice. Islamic law is

inherently about the prevention of evil in society. Us emphasis on prevention as opposed

to cures is based on the rationale tbat prevention is in fact the oost cure. ft is for tbis

matter that the 1)add punishments, understandably so severe are yet often difficult to

administer due to the strict requirements of evidence and witoesses. This is oot always

realized or remembered by most Muslims. The purpose behind such harsh punishments

is more to deter individuals from mischief and criminal behaviolU" rather than to simply

and easily eliminate criminals from society every time a crime is committed. The

Qm'in is understood as a moral guide and the sharPa, a fonnula to a Iifestyle tbat

avoids and prevents evil and advocates good and promotes justice ( 'amr biJ ma'riif WB

Dabl 'an aJ-munkm1.

In the present era, the benefits or advantages of child maniage can no longer be

argued to outweigh the negative aspects. Although families May genuinely have

concems for the well-being of their children and are thus motivated ta marry them early,

tbis is more often than not a rare case. Particularly in the South Asian context, girls are

often manied due to reasons other than for their own benefits. From an Islamic

perspective then, the argument could weil 00 made that in arder to prevent social His

and evil consequences, namely the abuse and trauma that a child, an individual in

society, suffers, child marriage must he for ail practical purposes done away with in

Muslim societies. Justice Aftab Hussain, in defense of the Child Marriage Restraint Act
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as an Islamically acceptable law, reports from bis own experience of tbe injustice he

witnessed:

For the last several years tbat the law of Qissas [sic] bas been on the anvil
and more particularly since the Shariat Bench of the Pesbawar High Court
and later the Federal Shanat Court ocdered the Government of Pakistan to
amend the Penal Code to give efTect to the principle of afw [sic] (pardon ~) on

payment of compensation in cases of mordec punishable with death, a number of
cases of reconciliation and compromise came to my notice in which one of the
conditions of agreement between the heirs of the deceased victim and the friends
or relatives of the convict was that a girl from the family of the convict shaH be
married to sorne male in the family of the deceased victim.. This is because the
people in the villages generally have no regard for the benefit or consent of their
girls in maUees of the marriage. (1987, 474)

Hussain also mentions another important point, that even dwing what is

considered to have been a much more virtuous society, as is believed to have existed

during the time of Imam Abu 'Janlfa or his disciples, il was considered necessary to lay

down sorne cules in order to spare barm to minors (479) not to mention the present era

where the situation is far worse and motives are rarely based on the cbild's oost interest.

Hussain also uses this argument to justify the need to abolish any restrictions placed on

the option ofpuberty in the case of a girl married by ber father or grandfather (479).

Furthennore, in the case of Pakistan where "illiteracy is the rule and not the

exception, widespread awareness of the law does not exist" (Report ofthe Commission

1997, 24). Thus, it is often the case tbat not only the victims of abuse are ignorant of

their rights but even tbose violating the law are incognizant of their misdemeanour. Tbe

Rcport ofthc Commission ofInquiry for WomCD states that "it has been noticed time

and again that no proper record of registration bas been maintained . . . . The superior

courts have Ume and again pointed out the lack of unquestionable probity of the nikah

• [sic] registrars. Nevertheless, the licenses of nikah registrars are hardly ever revoked and
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prosecution against them is virtually non-existent" (24). 2J Because of this inefficiency

in the system false marriages have been conducted ta the grave detriment of young girls.

One purpose such false maRiages serve is that they "keep young people tied ta the

wishes of their parents, sometimes ta the extent where young girls are bartered, sold, or

exchanged in maniages by their own kith and kin for money or for the lust of an old

male member of the family who wishes to marry a younger girl" (25).24 Sometimes a girl

might be exchanged in return for peace between two clans or manied ta a man much

older than herself for money or for another young girl (25). The previous

CommissionlCommittee and other reports indicate tbat the sale of daughters in maniage

is a widespread practice. Under the Pakistan Penal Code, 1860 this is considered an

offense. However, "tbis law is hardly ever applied to parents or guardians who accept

sorne fonn of gratification in exchange for marrying their daughters or female wards"

(26).

In Pakistan, Iike many other poor countries, the fernale child is considered a

burden. Her primary raie is producing and rearing children. Thus whenever the fll'st

suitable proposai cornes for her, regardless of her age, the parents seize the apportunitY

to alleviate themselves of their "burden". For this reason, understandably child maniage

is practically non-existent among the upper and middle-classes of society, i.e. among

the more educated and fmancially stable communities, yet continues ta plague the

lowest levels of society. "The child is thus punished ftrSt because of the failure of

23 "ln one insœnœ as reported in the press, in 1996, 250 "iJcahnamas (marriage certificates) were produced
before Lahm"e's civil courts more than halfofwhich were fake. The forms were privately produœd, the
WÎUlesses listed did Dot exist. and the nikahs (marriages) existed only on those fietitious forms, not in the
official record books" (Report 1997, 24).
2" Unlike the finding in EI-Hamamsy's survey which showed IiUle indicatioo ofgreat age disparities
between the spouses, in most ofthe cases in South Asian COWltries the husb&nds are, in faet, much aider.
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society to give her the rights and protection that are her due, and second because of an

obsolescent view of ber role and capacities" (43). Among the lower classes, it is an

absolute fact that where a girl is seen as a potential bread-winner for the family she will

be less likely given in marriage at a young age as opposed to her sister who is left

uneducated and has no other way of contributing to the family aside from producing

more children.

The irony in Pakistan's case is that its own founder and fust leader MulJammad

'Ali linniIJ spoke out against child marriage vehemently. In 1927 the Bill to prohibit

child marnage was introduced in the Indian Legislative Assembly. There was strong

opposition to tbis Bill by religious scholars and the 'uJami' (43). linniIJ, however,

supported the legislation by stating:

1 am not convinced that this Bill in any way miIitates against the cule of civil
laws applicable to marnages amongst Mussulmans.... 1 cannot believe that
there can he a divine sanction for such evil practices as are prevailing, and tbat
we should not for a single minute, give out sanction to the continuance of these
evil practices any longer. How cao tbere he sucb a divine sanction to tbis cruel,
horrible, disgraceful, inhuman practice that is prevailing in India? [If] my
constituency is 50 backward as to disapprove of a measure like tbis then 1 say,
'You had better ask somebody else to represent you.' (43).

One might argue that linniIJ's Western education was responsible for his zealous protest

against child marriage. The reality wbich must he acknowledged, however, is that child

marriage in the twentieth and twenty-frrst century in the South Asian context has less to

do with the best-interests of the child and more to do with the impoverished

circumstances sa Many parents are faced with.

The Commission of Inquiry for Women proposes the need to bave strict

enforcement of the law and harsher penalties for those violating the law pertaining to

underage marriages (434). What is critical to understand, however, is that in ail the
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country cases presented so far, changes will occur, as Fazlur Rahman stated, "with

general development and not merely through legislation, although legislation can hasten

social change, provided it does Dot completely disregard social realities and live

suspended in an ethereal and impatient idealism" (1980, 2:455).

F/ltiwa/Tom Modem ScboJ/US

Il is not insignificant that child marriage bas received iittle attention from the fuqahi~

today. This may be due to severa) reasons. Firstly, the practice has gradually

diminished among most communities and more specifically among the educated and

weil off strata of societies tbos making it appear to he a less urgent issue. Secondly, its

controversial natme may he anotber reason why it is often Dot broached. This may be

especially 50 because il tends to bring op the dilemma of modem interpretations of

Islamic law versus the adherence to older rulings. Finally, the fact tbat so many of the

modem scholars continue to maintain and uphold the interpretations and rulings of

previous jurists of the Medieval period may have made it appear redtmdant to reiterate

those opinions. This is perhaps particularly the case regarding a topic that is often times

cODsidered a marginal issue among Muslims today.

In the present time it is specially pertinent to know what some of the more well

known scholars have opined regarding the practice of child maniage today among ail of

its controversy. This is so due to the fact that Islamic scholars continue to exert a

considerable amount of influence over the general populations of most Moslim

countnes. Indeed, it is often the case that Muslims will tum to either tbeir local leaders

or if possible to more exalted (and usually better qualified) sources of knowledge in

order to determine whetber something is religiously permissible or perhaps for a solution
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to any dilemma they may encounter. In this way, the role of Islamic scholars remains

significant in the daily lives ofMuslims around the world.

For instance, Imam MuI}ammad al-Sha'rawi from Egypt was asked how a girl

should demonstrate ber preference or choice in marriage to her father (1983, 210). After

responding to that question he additionally discussed the necessity to ask the girl's

permission in marriage (210). However, he concludes his answer by mentioning the

marriage of 'A' isha to the Prophet (211). He states that her father married ber before she

had attained puberty and that once she had "matured" the Prophet did not ask her

whether she ratified the maniage or not (211 ). Thus, he clearly establishes the

pennissibility of manying a minor daughter. There is no further discussion on the

matter.

Similarly, Sheikh MuI}ammad Sili4 al-MWlajjid2S also responded to a more

recent question posed via the internet regarding the permissibility of child marriage and

some denigrating allegations against the Prophet regarding pedophilia (Islam-OA 2000,

1). He simply stated the various well-known lJ1Jadltb from ~al1.~ Bukhirl about the

Prophet's marriage to 'A'isha as a small child and the scholars' opinions which agree

that it is permissible to marcy tbe minor child even before she is biligh (4). This is under

the assomption tbat tbere is no intercourse until she bas reacbed puberty. He bimself

poses the rbetorical question, "Do you see anything weong with a man living with bis

young wife in one house, bringing ber up and tcaching her, but delaying consummation

until she is ready for il?" (4)

2.S Sheikh al-MWlajjid is ofSyrian origin and works in Saudi Arabia. He was the student ofthe late muffj
Ibn Biz and Sbeikh Ibn 'Uthaymln.
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A slightly different response was received from Ayatullah Fa41 Allah through e

mail correspondence.26 He defmed a cbiId, or q~iras one wbo is not biligb and cannot

depend on him or herself without tbe belp of his or ber parents and requires their care.

He states tbat a boy is understood to become biligb once he becomes sexually matlD'e

or otherwise when he achieves fifteen years of age. As for the girl, she becomes bi/igb

once sbe is approximately nine years of age, otherwise regardless of her physical

matwity she is considered biligb once she is fourteen years of age. This would Mean

that the parents are not permitted to marry ber without ber permission once she is

fomteen. Interestingly enough, he does go on further to state the difference between an

individual who is mature in sa far as being responsible and yet May not necessarily be

mature sexually, or physically. Along with this, the individua! May lack a/-rus1Jd, mental

matwity so that he or she is incapable of protecting themselves from harm nor be able to

benefit themselves. Thus in tbis case such an individual would require a waR.

What is significantly different in Imam Fa41 AlIah's tiltwifrom the previous two

scbolars is tbat his response alsa addresses the negative aspects of marrying a minore He

clearly states the marriage at an early age bas its benefits and harrns. He says that the

negative effects May be due to the lack of readiness on the girl's part from a practical

point of view. He asserts that this May be due to factors related to ber upbringing in

Muslim societies where sexual malters are not discussed and therefore she may be

unaware of what marriage entails. He also points out the real possibility that the man

May not understand how to treat a young wife. Imam Fa41 Allah does, however, express

the general sentiment tbat early marriage prevents young people from committing

26 See Appendix A
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fornication. His fmal advice is that one must take eare in this situation to provide the

various factors whicb will eosure the maniage's success otherwise it will most

defmitely have negative consequences. Thus although the Ayatollah admits the

permissibility of minor maniages he expresses the grave concem that special care he

taken in such cases in order to prevent any more social ills.

Finally, in a an answer to a question on the same topic, Sheikh MulJammad 81

ijanütl, whose own training is from al-Azhar but is stationed in North America,

responded by citing SUrat al-Nisi',verse 6 from the Qur'in dealing with the maturity of

an individual.27 He explains that although it is preferable to marry young in order to

prevent one from succumbing to temptation, tbis does not necessarily mean the

marriage of those who are so young as to lack maturity of intellect. Indeed, he goes on

to state that puberty or a marriageable age are not sufficient qualifications for marriage

but rather the ability to handle responsibilities and he mentally, psychologically and

fmancially stable.

One should not eliminate the likelihood of Sheikb ijânûti's presence in North

America as a possible reason for his rather different response to the question. There is

no doubt that the type of audience one addresses has an affect on the speaker bimself.

None of the scholars, bowever, broacbed the matter of abuse of the child's rights.

Although Imam Fa41 Allah did mention the potential negative efTects a minor marriage

may have if the female ehild is unprepared from a physical stand point, what exactly

these "negative effects" constitute is left up to the assomption of the recipient of the

answer. For instance, one of the ironies of early marriages is tbat although they are

27 Sec Appendix B
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ofteo performed for the sake ofmarriage itself, tbey are in fact "associated with a bigher .

risk of divorce and in cases where the young brides are married to older men, young age

at marnage also creates a greater risk of widowhood" (Heaton 1996, 41). Clearly these

constitute "negative effects". 8uch statistical fmdings are rarely addressed by Muslim

leaders.

The overall sanctioning and condoning of chiId marriage by scholars and the lack

of or minimal attention drawn towards the negative aspects ooly lends further

encouragement to those who feel that such a practice is the only real option in their

lives. It is higbly Iikely tbat if religious leaders took a more strict position regarding

the modern problems associated with lUlderage or early marriages, their stance would

have a greater affect in changing the helief structure of those populations whose cultural

beliefs have the force of divine sanction. There are significant dilemmas involved,

however, in banning child marnage among Muslim communities today, especially

considering the underdeveloped conditions of most Muslim countries. As stated

previously, changes in judgements and rulings must he accompanied by changes in the

social and economic conditions within a society in arder for positive results to take

place. Otherwise, the imposed legislation may ooly lead to greater injustices as can he

seen by the Many cases of individuals circumventing the law today in a sense of

desperation.

Medical Consequences ofCbild MlUTiagc

Modem Medicine shows that childbirth for females helow the age of seventeen and

• above fortY leads to greater maternai mortality as weil as infant mortality (London
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1992, 501). It must he made clear that a1though conditions commonly associated with

poverty, e.g. malnutrition, poor physical health and other negalive circumstances may

contribute to difficult births and bad health for young mothers, consistent fmdings

indicate that the age factor plays a significant role by itself. "Even onder the oost of

modern conditions, women who give birth before the age of seventeen have a higher

mortality rate than aider women. The closer a womao is to menarche, the greater the

risk ta both mother and cbild, as weil as to the mother's future childOOaring capabilities,

for the reproductive system has not completely matW'ed when ovulation OOgins"

(Demand 1994, 102).

Another problem seen more often among tmderprivileged women is that they

develop fistulae which is often due to the pelvis not having fully formed. This cao he

caused by a complicated pregnancy or having intercourse at a very young age.28 This

leads the girl or woman to have permanent damage and often she is shunned by her

family and community (4). Althougb such a condition is preventable it requires a good

healtb service and communications systems (S). Unfortunately, these are often not

avaHable in impoverished areas of the developing world.

Knowledge of medical complications involved with early marriage cannot be

considered "new" fmdings. Ancient and Medieval Medicine texts indicate that doctors

were weil aware of the physical harm posed to young girls by early marriages and

pregnancies. The ancient Roman gynecologist, Soranus of Ephesus (98- 138 A.D)

"advised that intercoW'Se should not take place before the menarche" (Philipp & O'Dowd

21 For more information regarding Ibis aftlidion and œm:nt 5Iatisti~go 10 the Internet site~
hnp://ww,,".mondc-diplomatiguc.fr/enlI997/07lafrican. Acœssed 20 August, 2000.
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1994, 50). In Cact, not ooly doctors of Medicine but other scholars in Most societies had

a clear understanding tbat intercourse should oot take place before the menarche.

Hesiod suggested marriage in the fifth year after puberty, or age nineteen, and
Plato in the Laws mandated from sixteen to tweoty years of age, and in the
Rcpublic he gave the age as twenty. Aristotle specifically warned against early
childbearing for women as a cause of small and weak infants and difficult and
dangerous lahor for the mother, and the Spartans avoided it for just those
reasons. (Demand 1994, 102)

Nevertheless, Greek culture in general, like sa Many others, disregarded such realities

and continued to favour early childbearing (102). Rabbis too were aware that pregnancy

in such young females was undesirable because the birth could result in the mother's

death. "They eould not, however, outrightly prohibit such maniages, which were

common practiee in the Orient . . . therefore [they] recommeoded the use of a

contraceptive" (Preuss 1978, 381).

Soranus even discussed the prematme arousal of sexual desire among young

females. He agreed with the recommendation that females should remain virgins so long

as they do not have any sexual lU'ges. He said that usince virgins who have not been

brought up wisely and laek education arouse in themselves prematme desires, one must,

therefore, not trust the appetites" (Temkin 1956, 31).

This poses an interesting question regarding modem problems among pre-teens

and teenage girls in developed countries who seem ta engage in sexual activity at

increasingly early ages. Sexualizing children, Le. the early initiation of children into

sexual activity and the robbing of theu innocence cornes in more than one forro. 29

29 Although the subjcct at hand is specifically conceming child mmiagc, the real issue at staJœ is the
sexualizing ofchildœn and early pregnancies for YOlDlg females. Although developed nations reject child
maniage per~ the children in those societies still engage in sexual activity (indeed even more so tban in
conservative Islamic societies) and teeoage pregn8llcïes outside ofwedlock continue to rise among the
youth. Thus, the issue remains essentially the same for tbose nations as weil. F<r an interesting article on
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Child maniage may be considered as one culprit of this crime but pre-mature exposure

to sexual matters and unwarranted sex education, as exists in certain Western nations, is

equally Hable for the demoralization of young males and females. In the former case the

child is practically forced into having sexual relations at an early age, in the latter

instance the child is psychologically pressurized and coerced into voluntarily having

sexual relations through pre-matlD'e stimulation, arousal and various societal pressures.

In both cases, the child is robbed of its "innocence" and "childhood".30 The latter

situation prevalent in developed countnes c1early has the greater potential to lead to the

ultimate corruption and degeneration of society. However, child maniages, as expressed

before by EI-Hamamsy, also contribute to the perpetuation ofother social HIs.

The HumllD Rigbts Element

Muslims, Iike Many people living in the developing world today, often CeeI that

their customs are scrutinized and then criticized by western countries unnecessarily in

order to enhance their own (Le. the West's) sense of superiority. For tbis reason, it is not

uncommon for sorne of the 'u/ami' to defend certain customs and practices wbich tbey

consider "Islamic" by claiming that Western based international organizations 8uch as

the United Nations, (and its branches, e.g. UNICEF) criticize and attack Muslim

custorns as inhumane and uncivilized simply for the purpose of enhancing their own

the problem ofearly sexuality and demoralization ofyouth in the United States, see Charles Morse.
"FaUout from Sex Ec:b:ation: 1965-2000.... Enter Stage Right. 19 June 2000 [Journal m-line]; avaiJable
from hnp://www.cntcrstagerighLcom/0600sexcd.htm: Internet; accessed 16 Joly 2000.
JO It is aclmowledged that these are n:lative terms. However, the "innocence" spoIœn of in this case is
specifically regarding sexuality and "childhood" is undcrstood to mean life until the age of 15.
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superiority as a hegemonic and imperialistic cultme. Indeed, one must admit that

UNICEF's and other international organizations' lack of sufficient attention to the

sexual problems of children in developed nations such as the United States and Canada,

despite the fact that statistics show an increase in Sexually Transmitted Diseases and

teenage pregnancies among the youth of ail economic backgrounds, social classes and

different races in these cOUDtries, does appear to support the 'u1ami~ postulate.

However, it is precisely such responses by Muslims, towards what is perceived to

he culturally imperialistic tendencies, which may he considered partly responsible for

preventing Muslims from reexamining previous juristic interpretations and

•
implementing adequate refonn. It is only "naturaI and indeed inevitable that Muslim

jurists would understand the Qur'an [sic] and Sunna as confuming rathee than

repudiating the realities of the day" (An-Na'im 1990, 3:47). Thus, imposing

interpretations which are more fitted for a different historical and social context or

restricting necessary reforms will natueaHy lead to greater injustices. The matter at

stake is not whether child marriage was suitable within Medieval Muslim society, but

rather, is il suitable within the world we live in today.

Article 3 (1) of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child states:

In aU actions conceming children, whether undertaken by public or private social
welfare institutions, courts of law, administrative authorities or legislative
bodies, the best interests of the child shall be a primary consideration.

What exactly constitutes the "best interests" of the child, however, is still not fully

defmed. Diverse interpretations may he gjven to the principle in different settings

(Alston 1994, 5). For example, in discussing the reconciliation of culture and human

rights, Philip Aiston states,
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it might be argued that, in some highly industrialized eountries, the chifd's best
interest are 'obviously' oost served by polieies that emphasize autonomy and
individuality to the greatest possible extent. In more traditional societies, the
links to family and the local community might he considered to he of paramount
importance and the principle that 'the best interests of the child" shall prevail
will therefore he interpreted as requiring the sublimation of the individual child's
preferences to the interests of the family or even the extended famify. (5)

In fact, he, as much as Abdullahi An-Na'im, acknowledges that Uat a certain level, the

debate over the natme of the relationship between human rights standards and different

cultural perspectives and contexts can never he resolved" (16). Contrary to the relativist

position, however, he also points out the Iimits of cultlD'e. Alston states, uJust as culture

is not a factor which should he excluded from the human rights equation, so too must it

not he accorded the status of a metanorm wbich tromps rights" (20). One tben may

argue that value judgements regarding child maniage should not be made in so far as

social and economic circumstances set the standards. However, according to Aiston and

An-Na'im, where there are clear violations of the rigbts of ehildren, i.e. physical and

psychologieal abuse it needs to be acknowledged that limits need to he set. Aiston

mentions practices such as foot-binding in China, child slavery or bandage, and female

infanticide (which incidentally is clearly opposed by the Qur'an), as "examples of

practices in relation to which eulture-based arguments have already had to yield (in

theory, ifnot always in practice) in favour of human rights norms"(20).

Along the same lines, distinctions must be drawn between standards based on

Western views and those based on the actual cases of children's rights abuse in Muslim

nations. An-Na'im mentions the proposais ofIsOlail Sabri Abdalla who rejects "the

assumption that prevailing noons of 'under-developed' or poor societies are necessarily

• archaie and obstacles to development" (1994a,72). This, he feels, is only valid "if
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development is completely identified with Westemization" (72), something which he

opposes. An-Na'im expresses the need for Muslim countries to develop services which

address the various "needs" of children and prevent their exploitation through indirect

methods which lake into consideration the difficult circumstances particular to those

communities rather tban simply directly opposing the problem through legislation (75).

An-Na'im makes it very clear, however, "that human rights advocates in the

Muslim world must work within the framework of Islam to be effective" (1990, 3:15).

He gives the example of the achievements of certain Islamist groups in several Islamic

countries today in promoting "change through the transformation of cris/mg folk

modcls rather than seeking to challenge and replace them immediately" (1 994a, 69). Tbe

libersl inteUectuaJs within Islamic societies, on the other band, appear to challenge the

folk models of their societies and seck "to replace them with alien concepts and norms!ll

(69). He points out that this perception may be due in part to the intellectuals' own lives

often being removed from the daily existence of the general population or simply

because the "abstract verbal articulation employed by those intellectuals" remains

inaccessible to or distant from the realities faced by those in the Iower leveIs of society.

He aIso expresses the need for an adequate refonn methodoIogy.31 "This new

understanding wouId be informed by contemporary social, economic, and politicai

circumstances in the same way that the 'old' understanding on which Shari'a [sic]

jurists acted was infonned by the then prevailing circumstances" (1990,3:47).

31 See Wael Hallaq'5 A His/ory ofIslamic Legal Theories for a discussion on modem initiatives by various
scholars on Islamic lep) reform in the Muslim world.
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Furthermore, An-Na 'im explains that the potential of Muslim societies to

conform to certain universal children's rights exists due to the very fact that there is

inherent in every culture a certain amount of flexibility. "Cultures also change and

evolve over time in response to external influence as weil as internai demands" (19941,

67). He does state, however, tbat the initiatives should take place within the framework

of each culture through "internai discourse" (An-Na'im 1994b, 174). This would allow

for internai validation of the cuneot intemational human rights system and would

further lead to a parallel process of"cross-cultural dialogue" (174). In the latter scenario,

"ail participants in their respective internai discourses can draw on each other's

experiences and achievements" (174).

Efforts 10 Resolve Ibe Problem

Much like An-Na'im's notion of cross-cultural dialogue, various Muslim nations did

gather together for a conference in order to address the various problems regarding

women's and children's rights which Muslim communities are facing today. The

International Conference on Islamic Laws and Women in the Modem World was held in

1996, inviting representatives from ail the various Muslim nations to conjoin their

efforts to develop solutions or at least achieve a greater understanding of sorne of the

critical societal problems faced by Muslim communities.

The conference is significant in that it shows a real awareness within Muslim

societies of the problems besetting their communities today. It also demonstrates the

inherent difficulties that face activist groups and community leaders in grappling with

these issues. In addition to this, however, this particular conference tends sorne hope,
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through the coming together of Muslim nations, for the futme resolutions of the

complex social issues facing the Muslim world today.

One of the issues addressed by the conference was the matter ofearly marriage

in Muslim countries today. Certain representatives illustrated through their own

nations' experiences the rationale behind their governments' positions on child

marriage. Others discussed the need for f\D1her reform and social work and a better

understanding of the negative aspects inherent in adopting one-sided views or

ineffective or partially effective strategies to deal with the problem.

The Pakistani representative, Khalid Ishaque restated the modem argument

against the belief in the Prophet's marriage to a very young'A'isha. He asserted that

sinee this fmding was gaining more acceptability amongst the 'uJama'that the time was

ripe for making changes in the law (1996, 61). He also admitted that the "arm of the law

does not reach the villages as effectively as it reaches the cities" (61) pointing out that

the social structure of the village makes it difficult to protect children against the

advances of the more wealthy landholders in the locality (61). Parents feel the need to

arrange marnages early to protect their daughters' chastity.

The representative for Egypt, Nagla Nassar explained that matter was based on

"how we defme cbildhood" (62). Oecause of the fact that Islam requires one to perform

one's religious obligations after reaehing Puberty, puberty becomes associated with

adulthood. As such tben, maniage is understood as a natlD'al step in the process of

coming of age. Thus not only is there "the entrenched belief tbat puberty is the age

required by God to qualify for marriage" (241) but also that "adulthood starts with
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puberty and child maniage is therefore defmed rather differently from the legal

defmition" (241).

Rashida Patel, a lawyer from Bangladesh, explained how acute the situation was

in her country. She saw Many nine, ten and eleven year olds whose parents had married

or betrothed them (66). For example, in one case a woman came with her thirteen year

old daughter. She had married her daugbter to a man on the condition that he could take

ber when she was fifteen (66). Now that ber daughter was thirteen the man was

harassing them everyday to let him take her to his home (66). Patel stated that she asked

how much money the man had paid and the family retumed it to obtain a divorce for

their daughter (66). She clearly stated that when you allow these maniages the parents

take the money, intended for the mabr and marry the girls. She questioned the

acceptability of this stating "A twelve or thirteen year old boy or girl is major because

he or she bas attained puberty. But is he or she ready for marriage mentally, socially and

economically?" (66). She alsa questioned what the marriage was about, denying that it

was simply a matter of a physical relationship if one wanted a "meaningful" marriage

(67).

She also addressed the concerns voiced by Ishaque and Nassar regarding the

problem of young girls who have nothing else to occupY them int he villages and the

fear on the parents' part that they might go astray. She stated that one should not allow

marriage "due to the fear that [the girl] will become wayward" (67) but rather it is the

duty of those in responsible positions to fmd occupations for these youth.

The representative of Tunisia, Rafaa Ben Achour explained Tunisia's law

• regarding child marriage. Tunisia requires the consent of both parties in arder to have a
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valid marriage. Since only competent persons are capable of expressing their consent,

any male or female below the minimum age of twenty and seventeen respectively would

not he considered competent and neither would he or she he pennitted to have a

representative, e.g. a waB (68). Only highly exceptional cases would be reconsidered

(68). This was considered to he in accordance with Islamic principles. Along the same

lines, Patel also quoted Justice Aftab Hussain in stating that ''what is not forbidden in

the Quran and Sunnah is allowed" (79).

Several important points were raised near the end of the discussion. One of these

was the understanding that moral issues, such as child marriage, cannot he solved

through simply changing laws but rather through other social measures such as

education and providing jobs. It was pointed out that marriage age is one of those issues

where legal cules are greatly undermined because of prevailing religious, socio-cultural,

and economic norms (243). Thus, "a maniage age which reflects intemationally

recognized standards protecting minors and prohibiting child marriage is practically set

aside to the benefit of more influential social needs" (243). It was recognized that child

marriage must be dealt with at the local and religious levels as opposed to the purely

legislative or extemally imposed through NGO's in order to see any real progress among

Muslim communities in preventing the existing abuse of children's rigbts.
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Conclusion

There is no doubt that the practice of child maniage, although greatly on the

decline nowadays, is still prevalent in Many Muslim cOUDtries and communities and was

even more so earlier in this century. In order to understand such a custom it is important

to examine the Islamic legal position regarding child maniage as weil as its origins. This

critical analysis of child marriage is an attempt to create greater awareness of the

modem situation which confronts many Muslim countries and the various perceptions

regarding its permissibility.

Child marriage is a practice that dates back ta ancient times. It is a custom lhat

has existed in almost every culture in every continent tbroughout history. Indeed, il is

only recently, Le. approximately the eighteenth century, that child maniage practices

• began to diminish in Many ElU'opean societies. Like Islam, Christianity and Judaism did

not unequivocally forbid child marriages. Thus, one ftnds it was a frequent practice

among most Medieval societies. Most cultures and religions, however, did acknowledge

the associated disadvantages posed by child maniage and sorne even rnandated

minimum age requirements.

•

The majority of Islamic scholars in the early and late Medieval period felt that a

child might he married by his or her guardian provided that the marnage was

consummated after the child reached puberty. They based their decisions on their

interpretation of the QlU"in and on the Sunna. In the fust case tbey often cited Siirat al

Taliq, verse 4 which concems the 'iddat, or waiting period for divorced or widowed

womeo. The verse mentions "those who no longer have their menstrual courses, and

those who have not yet gotten them". Most scholars seemed to accept tbat the latter
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category was specifically in reference to pre-pubescent female children. That the Qur'an

may have been referring to those females who have matlU'ed physically and mentally but

have not yet attained menarche was given Iittle consideration as an alternative

interpretation. Majority was considered, however, to start at the age of fifteen for males

and females alike in absence of any physical signs.

It is the Sunna, however, which the majority of the scholars used as their main

justification in supporting the marnage of minors. They based their opinions on the

tradition of the Prophet having manied a minor 'A'isha which in tom is based on her

reported narration found among the IJaditb literature that sbe was a child of

approximately six years when her marriage was contracted and approximately nine years

when it was assumedly consummated. Tbus, the scholars indicated tbat there was no

room for doubt as to the permissibility of tbis custom since the Prophet had himself

contracted such a marriage.

There were few scholars who disagreed with the majority. Among them were

two contemporaries of Abü ijariifa, Ibn Sbubruma and Abü Bakr a1-'~im. They argued

that tbe maniage of minors was not permissible based on the Qur'an's Surat al-Nisa',

verse 6. This particular verse describes the age at which an orphan should be allowed to

manage his or ber own property. Il does not specify a nomerical age but rather describes

it as "the age of marriage" where sound judgement, or rusbd is expected. Thus, the few

scholars expressing their dissenting opinion claïmed the Qur'in as having clearly given a

guideline for when maniage was appropriate and therefore contracting it any eartier was

neither acceptable nor suitable. ft was argued that an individual was ready for maniage

• when he or she had reached mental matwity, not often attained by children. In 50 far as
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regards the Sunna, they considered it an exceptional case where the Prophet, just as in

the case of his maniage to more than the maximum allowance of foW" wives, was

granted special permission to marry a minor.

The opinions of Ibn Shubruma and othec scholars who disagreed from the

majority did Dot prevail, however. This is understandably 50 considering the particular

historical context in which they Iived where child marriage, although not the rule where

marnage was concemed, was relatively common enough not to he considered a complete

exception. The henefits were considered significant enougb to outweigh the hanns.

Thus, although the scholars often wamed against guardians and parents abusing the

rights of their childrcn, the perceived advantages for the children and the families

involved were sufficient inducement to officially justify and validate the practice.

Like most social institutions, child marriage is undoubtedly a product of human

circumstances. Where a custom serves the peoples' interests it is rarely abandoned.

Historically, the marriage of pre-pubescent or adolescent boys and girls was based on

several intelligible factors. Firstly, human life span bas always played an important role

in determining the chronology of social events whicb take place in an individual's life. ft

is understandable that if one's life expectancy is age thirty-five or forty, and if humans

often tend ta spend the larger part of their lives producing and rearing otTspring then

marriage at an early age would appear only normal. Secondly, most cultures in the world

in the past and even in the present consider their daughters' virginity and chastity to

retlect their family or tribal honour. The apprehension tbat a girl's virginity might be

lost eitber through her own wayward behaviour or even more likely, through rape, was

sufticient reason for many families ta marry their cbildren, and because of this fact,
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more particularly their daughters, at very young ages. Furtbermore, where a female's

primary role was ta produce and rear children, many parents felt there was 00 oeed to

delay tbeir daughter's maniage especially wben tbere was a risk of losing an alliance

with an eligible bachelor.

Another concem for Many famifies was fmancial. For instance, fathers who were

required to travel ta great distances were aware of the risks involved and the real

possibility tbat they would Dot retum or some hann May befall them thereby leaving

their wives widows and their children fatherless witb no incorne ta depend on. In this

way, Many perceived that the marriage of tbeir young children, even if it were

contractual on1y and not yet consummated, would permit the parents to hand ovec their

child ta a "caretaker" of sorts, whether it was tbe child's spouse or in-Iaws, thereby

relieving sorne of the consternation felt regarding the fmancial support one's children

required.

Other seemingly less benevolent reasons why parents preferred to marry their

children at very young ages include strengthening ties between famifies or creating

business and political alliances. Thus it was a custom often found among the more eHte

classes as weil as the lower classes. In some cases, among Muslims, il was even noted

that a father would often benefit by keeping the daughter's mabr, or dowry after her

marriage, thereby not onJy relieving himself of a "burden" but also simultaneously

improving his and his family's own fmancial situation. Historically then, unlike the

modem era, the custom of child marriage was neitber limited to certain cultlD'es nor ta

particular economic classes.
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Although child marriage is much less frequent today than it once was, it bas

become a matter of considerable contention wherever it continues to be practiced. Its

rarity, in fact, makes it ail the more controversial as it is no longer generally considered

acceptable. Today, child marriage is still practiced by People in developing countries

and impoverished backgrounds. It is distinctly limited to those groups of people who

fmd little alternative for enhancing the future prospects of their otTspring. Educated and

fmaDcially stable families no longer see a need to many off their offspring at such young

ages. For those who can afford proper education for their children, it is clear what is the

priority. Among the middle and upper classes female children are increasingly viewed as

potential flDancial contributors to tbeir families through the attainment of jobs and

careers and less as burdens. Additionally, if the families are fmancially weil-otT they

have little coocem for the "burden" of an UDwed or jobless daughter and the daughter

may marry al her leisure affected ooly by societal pressures regarding spinisterhood.

Sucb changes in social and economic conditions have played a significant role in

mitigating the number of child maniages which take place. One cannot ignore, however,

the various legaJ reforms that occurred during the nineteenth and early twentieth

centuries which attempted to amend the personal status law in place in various Muslim

countnes. Minimum age requirements were effected to prevent minor marriages. Many

of the legislative refonns were undoubtedly western influenced. The colonizers imposed

their value-judgement on the societies and peoples they had colonized. The leaders

within Muslim cornmunities and of Muslim nations did, in fact, oCten adopt the outlook

of the western colonialists.
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On the other hand, it May weil be argued that Muslim societies like most others

were indeed undergoing a transformation. No longer were people living in the "religious

age" where mores and values were undisputed and upheld. The post-colonization period

saw grave alterations in economic and social conditions. Increasing poverty and

illiteracy fostered only greater injustices. As is often the case, the weakest members of

society are the ones whose rights are most abused. It did oot escape the attention of

Many Muslim leaders and various activist groups that the negative etfects of child

marriages only seemed to contribute to the existing social ilis that plagued their society.

Times had changed and the benefits and advantages of child marriage no longer

outweighed its negative aspects.

Muslim modemists had also attempted religious refonn by calling for a return to

the Qur'in and Sunna, Le. a reinterpretation of the texts and ijtihid in order to properly

address the problems they faced in the modem periode They desired that Muslims MOye

away froID blindly following previous interpretations of Medieval scholars and begin ta

realize the potential for adaptability and fluidity within the Islamic legal tradition. This

movement, however, appeared ooly ta backfue. The cali for a retum to the Qur'in and

Sunna irooically led to even greater rigidity as many students and scholars feft that this

meant a retwn to the Islam of the 7tb ceotury A.D. This entailed an acceptance of the

IJadith Iiterature in an almost entirely literai sense. In light of the universal changes in

women and children's status in the modem period, involving Many oew found rights,

5uch a situation could ooly appear as regressive. Islamic law began to be viewed as at

odds with secular law; the former misrepresented as rigid and regressive and the latter as

flexible and progressive.
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Althougb governmental legislation has attempted to address these issues and

modify personal status law, the effects are practically undetected by the masses in

nations where illiteracy or inadequate education is a norme Furthermore, govemmental

legislation seems to play a minor role in affecting the lifestyle and customs of the people

when proper implementation and punitive measures are lacking. This is illustrated in the

case of Pakistan where there is admittedly a need for greater penalties involving the

abuse of children's rigbts, such as in the case of child marriages. On the other hand the

case study presented in this thesis involving two Egyptian villages and the graduai

reduction in child or underage maniages is a clear indication that government initiatives

can help provided that they include practical measures addressing the needs of the

people, such as education and economic stability.

It is important not to underestimate the role religious authority figures play in

affecting the Iifestyles and practices of Muslim communities around the world. The

majority of Muslims in the developing worl~ eSPecially among the lower uneducated

classes are still easily swayed by those who, for them, stand as local religious figures of

authority. Unfortunately, the latter are rarely even qualified to be calied teachers of any

kind, let alone scholars. The Islam propagated at these levels is purely based on cultural

nonns and social and economic expedients. Among the more elite and qualified scholars,

however, there is a sincere regard for what is acceptable under the sharl'a . However, it

is interesting to note tbat many contemporary Islamic scholars, although regularly

perfonning ijlihid for a plethora of current issues and problems surfacing daily which

beset the Muslim world, remain hesitant or UDwilling to reexamine matters regarding
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women's and children's rights, as if to suggest that tbis is an area where ijtibâd cannot

or should not he conducted.

Various groups and individuals advocating the rights of women and children,

however, have themselves begun to reevaluate the existing justifications for child

maniage. They understand the relevance of the fonnulated opinions of earlier Islamic

scholars because Muslim societies continue to base themselves on it. They argue,

however, that the abuse and suffering of children witnessed in the modem era no longer

pennits the defense of such a social institution. Their concem is with the prevention of

abuses and other social His within society and especially among those who cannot help

themselves. They advance the opinions of past Islamic scholars, such as Ibn Shubruma,

in order to gain credibility among Muslims who often argue that those who criticize and

denounce child marriage as an abuse-ridden institution have based their ideas and

perceptions on western precepts. In order to disabuse Muslims of the belief that child

marriage is a religiously justifiable custom, Many of these scholars have reexamined the

J,adIth literature conceming the matter of the Prophet's own marriage to 'A'isha. They

have brought forth evidence which at the very least creates doubts as to the veracity of

the reported marriage of the Prophet to a minor. Contradictions and inconsistency

among the traditions have been illustrated, thereby undermining the principal

justification (Le. the reported narration of'A'isha) used by most Islamic scholars and

Muslims themselves to permit child marriage. Il appears, however, that such arguments

have not yet prevailed or become public knowledge within most Muslim societies.

Child marriage is clearly a multi-faceted issue in the Muslim world. ft has been

• justified in the past and present by Islamic scholars. It bas also been rejected as
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impermissible by othees; more sa in the present than in the pasto Today, in spite of

modem legislation which attempts to reduce underage marnages, through the

registration of maniages and minimum age requirements, child marriage is still

practiced in Many rural areas. 1t is a practice limited to the poorest levels of society and

for this reason it often entaHs a great Many abuses of the rights of children. Poor

physical health, malnourishment, poor health care facilities etc., aIl contribute ta the

sufTering of those female children who are married otT at vulnerable and small ages. The

facts are difficult to ignore. Early age pregnancies and the pre-mature consummation of

marnages cause a great deal of psychological and physical damage to the children

involved.

Muslims nations, and even more importantly Islamic activist groups, often feel

they must persist in defending this custom. Western based organizations, such as

UNICEF, are viewed as attacking the value system of Muslim societies. The lack of

sufficient attention given to the rampant visible degeneration of Western societies

where children have gradually been demoralized and pre-maturely coerced into

becoming sexual beings, resulting in the spread of SexuaUy Transmitted Diseases among

sorne of the youngest members of their society, only enhances the outrage and

defensiveness on the part of most Muslims. In such astate it becomes difficult for these

groups to hear the suffering of those abused children within their own Muslim

communities who have no voice.

Currently, studies show tbat child maniage mostly serves to benefit the parents

or guardians contracting the marriage and rarely the child. Although it may weil be

argued that innocence is a socially constructed tenD, one must consider the cbild who
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leads a difficult but sheltered existence as relatively innocent regarding the physical and

emotional responsibilities and hardships entailed in manied liCe. There is 00 doubt that

cases do exist where poor parents, given little alternative, consider marriage the most

propitious option for their daughters' well-being. Unfortunately, these cases are rare

since Many families are more likely motivated by their fmancial circumstances then any

altruistic feelings for their daughters. In a day and age where material gain govems most

decisions at alllevels of society and morality bas become hostage to avarice, one should

not underestimate the persistent belief among the less fortunate that a daughter remains

a burdeo to her family unless she is manied or generates an incorne.

Additionally, those who have received sorne suitable level of education among

the lower classes are more capable of understanding the oecessary problems that often

accompany pre-mature rnarriages. As was pointed out by Rashida Patel in the

Conference on Islamic Laws and Women in the Modem Period , parents who contract

early age marriages for their children often end up regretting it later 00. Child marriage

in the modem cootext cannot he justified simply in order to defend the values and

practices of those who practiced it in another historical contexte

It is cleac through recent experience that child marriage cannot be eradicated

through legislative channels alone. 00 the other hand, because the practice of child

marriage persists due to the social and economic structures that are in place today,

changes need to be made at a grass roots level. There is little possibility of transfonning

the economic conditions of the lower classes in Many Muslim countnes immediately,

therefore education is the second best alternative. Studies have shown that increased

education among both sexes has led to a noticeable reduction in the contracting of child
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marriages. Fwthermore, Muslim leaders and Islamic scholars need to he convinced to

take the initiative in informing the masses about the ill etTects of child maniage and

educating Muslims about modem interpretations regarding the justification of child

marriage through Islamic law.

ft is not imperative that Muslim nations completely abandon their own value

systems and adopt those proposed by non..governmental organizations or human rights

advocacy groups. For instance, according to the Convention on the Rights of the Child,

one is considered a minor if one is below the age of eighteen. Oecause Islamic law

considers those who have attained puberty to he held Hable for their actions, Many

Muslim countries have put their own minimum age requirements in place conceming

criminal and personal status laws. Many Muslims consider fifteen or sixteen as

appropriate ages indicating majority. This need not he altered to accommodate related

western concepts just as western nations have not attempted to accommodate Muslim

values or morals. Rather Muslim nations should remain focused on what promotes the

best interests of their own societies, taking into consideration the views of women and

children as weil, according to their own value system. Abdullahi An..Na'im purports tbat

in order to be effective Muslim human rights advocates must work within the

framework of Islam. This does not Mean, however, tbat they must necessarily he

restricted to historieal interpretations but rathee tbey sbould promote new

interpretations whieh hold greater relevance in the contemPOrary world.
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Name

Titte

Question

DUe

Mufti

Fatwa Question Details
Ahlaam -·Pakistan
Early Marriage

Is early marriage allowed in Islam?

11/Apr/2000

Muhammad AI-Hanuti

•

•

Answer

Early marriages are originally recommended for Muslims, it is healthy and helps
for chastity• Delay of marriages is very helpful for the Shaytan.
Early marriage doesn't mean that the spouses could be not mature and
responsible, the Qur1an hints in Surah 4 saying: "If you find them of sound
judgement." That means puberty or marriageable age is not enough to be
qualified for marriage. If a son is capable to run a household life and he is able
to maitain mentally, psychologically and financially and everything of his wife,
then early marriage is the only way ta keep our children away from Haram.
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